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Gladys Jennings. while here he (xnmined several
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Reading
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After the literary program and ticing
three year, making 1 rp'cialitv of
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needing treatment.
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Tuesday morning while Mrs. C.
F. Mardt 0 was dusting the shelves
iu the drug department of their
store, she accidently nocked a bottle eff toe top shelf which struck
another bottle on the next shelf,
Unking it; the contents flying iu
bet fact. For a time it was thought
bcr right eye was dutroyed. Ur.
Elder arrived in a few minutes after
the accident and succeded in extracting tb glass which bad cut the
eyelid very bad, but bad not injured the Sight! ber ejes are badly
vGwllen but they cow seem to be
no kc;rr of her loosing her sight.

Fuller

strict H ur dav.

Trickev Mr. J. A. & so Horace
Mr. Leo Hutchtns was on the
dorve to Rock Islar d Sunday,
sick list Tuesday.
Mr, Homer Jordan made a business trip to Tucumcari Tuesday.
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Painfull Accident.

Co-operat- ive

Saccewors

Mr. Harry Campbell was a bosi- H. T. Jordan wis hauling wood
ness visitor at th. county seat M r. fr0m th brikes Tun-diy-

the senate commuter, wlich
J. I. Crume'i father is in poor
eoorists of Senators Root, Cumhealth at this writing.
mins and Uacon, has set Thursday,
February t. as the date for a hear-in- g
Mr. Mecom is listirg bis land
when it is expected several he
says be has a fine season.
men from New Mexico will appear
in opposition to the confirmation
Manley Hodges was a caller at
of Judge Popo. The opposition to Mr. Langs Wednesday.
Vidge Pope is said to come largely
McCasUtid is braking some land
from Roswcll, bis home town, and
is said to be the result of the Jud- on Jim Plants place.
ge's strong stand for prohibition
Mr. and Mrs. Lang spent a plewhile serving as judge of the disHalcomb's
asant
day at Grandpa
trict court of New Mexico.
3
last Thursday.
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th X'leys Thur day. It is tep rted
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A New York state man Wiled a dear
with ala automobile. Soma man art
deadly shots with their autoa.

Princess Eulalle nay merely be pre
paring to coma over and ehow ua what
aha can do la vaudeville.
A lecturer down eaat sari that
"woman ahould be more conapleuoua
than her clothe." Sometlmea la the
ball room aha la.
A Chicago man ' committed aulclde
after a card party. The ordinary man.
however, la aatlafled with being mere
ly bored to death.

la a
New York garage. Yet whea they are
led out they do not ruth back Into the
flame.
Fire deatroyed

25 automobllea

examination of a Michigan
maa dlacloae the fact that hla vital
orgaaa are on the wrong aide. Rail
road train or football?
Aa

y

We refuse to become excited over
the fact that Sir Walter Ralelgh'a pipe
la for sale. Our old reliable corncob
la good enough for ua.
"A maa of 20 la worth $6,130." aaya
a statistician. Thla will be good newa
to a great many men of twenty who
are looking for meal ticket.

It may be eaay to fly acroaa the At
lantle aa Willie Moore aaya, but If any
body contemplate! trying It we advlae
him to take along a bathing ault
Maeterlinck aaya that It will be eaay
to dla la the future. Evidently he haa
coma to the conclusion that no Im
provement la vaudeville la to be look-afor.

Citizen of Ohio wanta a divorce because his apouae emokei cigars. If aha
goea through hla pocketa at night, and
conflacatea hla beat ropea, we
with him.

ti.

r--

Lama, himm to balM e ttaet
that aoaulM verythlag bat mi

aym-pathii-

Yon can't hold the women down;
aooa they'll be Invading tha realm of
high finance. A New York woman baa
been encoding $21,000 yearly on aa la
coma of $18,000.
Several Cincinnati achoolglria have
raoceeded In living on aeven centa a
day. It la hard to toll whether they
did It In the Interacts of aelenee or
merely to catch huibanda.

N 1791 Daniel Webster's father, who waa a captain under Gkn.
John Stark in the Revolutionary war, wm made a judge of the
...... i -- i .
f .Unt tH(l Thia immii tnmiwt Ilia
attention to gmnjr his children that which he had irretrievably
lost an education. Such waa the genius of the new institu
tion to which our independence gave rise and ao great waa the
controlling power of the people in political affairs, through the
elective franchiae, that it waa apparent to all thoughtful men
that general intelligence among the masses of the people was
essential to the healthful working and the perpetuity of the
new form of government. Not only therefore did state legislatures and
the municipal officers of the various towns give special consideration to
educational matters, but men of wealth, under the influence of patriotism,
contributed freely of their own private funds for the endowment of schools
and colleges.
When Daniel Webster was fourteen years of age his father took him
to Exeter academy. Daniel's education was determined upon because of
the fear that the heavy work of a farmer would be too severe a task for
Daniel, who waa weakly as a boy, and Daniel was sent to school that,
according to the custom of the times, he could teach school m winter and
work on the farm, if his health allowed, in the summer. After a year at
Exeter he was sent to the school of Rev. Samuel Wood, who prepared boys
for college at one dollar a week for tuition and board. It was, while on
their way to Mr. Wood's that Daniel' father first held out to him the hope
of sending him to college, an advantage Daniel had never aspired to in
his most ambition momenta. Daniel wept from excessive joy. How different were his feelings from those of many at the present day, who when
the privilege of a college education ia offered them, regard the proposition
as an affliction so great that they cry from sorrow. The golden opportunity they throw away and when too late to repair the disaster deeply regret
their folly.
You will not always be bovs. In a few years you must take your place
among men and in order to be qualified to exert much influence over them
you must know something. Every boy now in school, every young man
now in college ia placed in an enviable position; by rightly improving his
advantages he will qualify himself to occupy important positions. If you
would have your opinions respected, your advice sought, and hope to bo
looked to to fill places of tmst, you must be educated. Who would have
supposed that the puny, awkward, backwoods lad, in homespun clothes and
rustic manners, who was made the object of ridicule, would astonish mankind with his eloquence, settle through the skillfulness of his diplomacy
some of the most difficult problems of international government and attain
an eminence immeasurably higher than any official distinction within the gift of the people P It is no more
unlikely now that you may acquire distinction than
it was in his case when he was of your age.
Mere money makers can succeed without education. But money making ia not the highest kind of
success.
The demand for thoroughly trained.' men
today ia greater than the supply. The best jobs go
begging for the right men to fill them.
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Day after day the modern juggernaut!
claimBweep through our crowded streets,
ing their human victims without a hand
effectually raised in protest. The other day
Dlipatchea from tha eaat tell ua that
in Chicago a young and talented girl, just
a ton of oil recently waa taken from
tha tongue of a whale. We have not
budding into womanhood, on her way to the
been able to learn the details,
high school where she was soon to finish her
but wa have a hunch that It waa a lady
whale.
I work to fit her for life's duties, wa
I
It hurled to the pavement and her crushed
sjr
A farm Journal aaya the reault of
and bleeding body hardly removed before
tha experiment of mixing wine with
feed for chlckena waa to Increase the
life was extinct.
yield of egga by 100 per cent ProbThe coroner's jury exonerated the driver
By W. O. JENIINS
ably the hena were unable to count
of the automobile. Perhaps the verdict was
atralght
legally correct. It was an accident. But
If the European picture thieves will
humanity cries out against the conditions that make such accidents pos
come over here and gtve their attensible.
a
tion to the atudloa of aome of the
who get out coven for the
Certain kinds of accidents have occurred in the past that today are
they will meet with a hoapttable
impossible because the condition under which such accidents could occur
welcome.
have been eliminated.
There la a birth every four mlnutea
The locomotive engineer, when he has a warning signal of danger, is
la New York. Even at that, New
Yorkera are often hard preaaed to required to have his engine under perfect control. This means that he can
take care of the money conetantly proceed only at such speed that when the danger is realized his engine can
handed them by outsider.
be brought to almost an instant stop, and this on a private right of way.
A man In New Jersey estimate that
Why are these life destroying engines allowed to use the crowded pub
la the last thirty years be haa walked lic highways at a speed absolutely beyond the control of the operator, and
25,000 milea between his home and
our newspapers publishing the death list of their victims day after day.
church. Thla may be defined- aa realA speed limit law consistent with safety and tho strict enforcement
ly taking atepa to be saved.of that law is the only remedy.
In France the bicycle haa become
the moat popular of all veblclea, while
The great prize of life may come by
the crate for the motorcycle la beginning to abate. You never can tell what
accident.
Shakespeare says: "Fortune
the French are going to do.
boats that are not steered."
some
in
brings
We must all admit that happenings and
Word cornea from Chicago that two
burglara bound and gagged a woman
unforeseen events over which a man has
aa she played the piano. Never havwhole
control often
no
change the
ing heard the lady play, we find It Imto
of
his
whether
career.
course
possible
Judge
they were
burglars or simply neighbors.
Good positions do not always come by
merit, aa the result of one's own direct efA man and a woman who had a
forts. Many a poor laboring man is raised
lovers' quarrel thirty-fivyears ago
have Just been married In Ohio If it
to wealth by the death of some rich rela19 going tc take them that long In each
tive or some poor washerwoman is raised
By 0C0I0E I. MUCE, Ckkate
case to make up they are not likely
to high position by marrying a man of for
to have many family quarrel
tune.
A womn
promoter
Some are moved forward to eminence by chance, sickness, accident,
has been arrested. She may have the
credit of proving that In swindling death or having kinship with tho men they work for, while a more worthy
fields hitherto regarded aa exclusively worker ia left behind.
man's province the female of the
You know what it means to be in the right place at the right time,
gathers victims as slickly as the
male.
although your being there was not of your own calculation.
Too many people in this world take great credit upon themselves for
A Judge in Seattle haa ruled that a
what
they are, when if it were not for the fact that they were lucky they
dog haa a legal right to bite a man
would
be no better off than their less fortunate neighbors.
who treada on his tall. It may be added for the benefit of thoae whom It
For that matter, they are lucky to be well, strong and of good, sound
may concern that few dogs are likely
It if of none of their doings they are such, because if a man is
In the emergency cited, to watt tor mind.
of
born
be
to
tested.
their legal right
good health and strength it is chance. If he does not dissipate
and drink he ia lucky lucky not to have the disposition to do so.
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TARIFF

BOARD

IS

Message Surely Should
Convince All a to the Merit
of the Commission.

President's
DEMOCRATS SEEM TO HAVE FOR
GOTTEN ELECTION PLEDGES.

What Haa Become of the Promlaea of
Economy and Wlae Administration
of tha Country' Finances?
.
Food for Thought
At Chicago, July 10, 1908, the Demo
crat Issued thla promise:
"The Republican congress In session
Just ended

made appropriation
amounting to 11,008,000,000, exceeding
the total expenditures of the last fiscal
year by $90,000,000 and leaving a def
icit of more than $60,000,000 for the
fiscal year.
"We demand that a atop be put to
thla frightful extravagance and inatat
upon the strictest economy In every
department compatible with frugal and
efficient administration."
Fine collection of virtue and adjec
Uvea. The meaning, now being illua
trated at Washington, is:
"Wrong
brand of hogs at the trough; put 'em
out, and bring In the genuine old Jef
fersonlan porker." New York Sun.
No corrupt practice act can reach
and punish such offense against pub
lic moral and the publlo welfare aa
the Democrat! of the ho'iae have been
guilty of In the commltmenta to reck
less waste and extravagance Involved
In the Sherman Pension bill and In the
Public Buildings bill, which the com
mittee ha resolved to report tor en

actment

ha

Nevertheless the practice

embodied In these measure I corrupt and corrupting, for the rrotive underlying them I the desire to win
votes for the party or for Individual
member of the party In districts faTo put
vored by these expenditure.
It bluntly, the Democrats of tho house
re preparing to use the publlo fund
to bribe the voter. New York Time.
Mr, Underwood may well be disquiet
ed by the signs that the Democrats In
the house are getting out of hand In
the matter of extravagant appropriations. He has expressed his fear that,
unless some check be put to present
tendencies, this congress will prove
to be the most lavlah on record. New
York Evening PoL
Last session the Democrats bent all
their energlea to an attempt to put
Mr. Taft "In a hole." Thla session
they have begun with equal energy
to put themselves In a hole. The enterprise promise to be successful, In
spite of Mr. Underwood. New York
Tribune.
Varda- United States Senator-Elec- t
man of Mississippi haa filed a petition
for an Injunction to prevent the hearing of a suit against him which
charges that be used $10,000 IrreguHe saya that
larly while governor.
the trial will Interfere with hi lec
ture engagements. Someway we don't
feel equal to comment.

The Merchant Marine.
President Taft, In his second mes

sage to congress, which is devoted to
our foreign affairs, points out once
more to the lawmakers of the nation
the crying need of an American merchant marine. It la necessary, he declares, to assure favorable transportation facilities to our great ocean-born- e
commerce as well as to supplement the navy with an adequate reserve of ships and men. Our weakness in this respect la nowhere ques
tioned. But congress refuses to
grant the subsidies necessary to
place ships under the American flag
on an even basis with foreign ships,
and without this aid we never can
have a merchant marine. Rochester
Democrat and Chronicle.
Democratic Incompetency.
In spite of thetr talk of economy
and reduced taxes, the Democrats are
now bent on Increasing the treasury's
obligations by $75,000,000, so that any
reductions of taxation at this session
Demowill be made Impracticable.
cratic folly has run many times to
melancholy extremes, but never be
fore has the party, after a partial
restoration to public favor, shown
more glaringly tlx utter faithlessness
and Irresponsibility ' or advertised to
the world so nhan etessly Its unfitness
to govorn

That
nonpartisan, businesslike,
scientific, courageous treatment of the
tariff under the policy of piecemeal
revision after Inquiry and investigation I really possible Is, we think,
amply demonstrated by the report and
schedule
message on "Indefensible"
K. The president pay a Just tribute
to the tariff board' Industry and Im
partiality, and draw the timely. Im
portant moral that congress ought to
make the board permanent "In order
that It may treat each schedule of the
tariff as It ha treated" that on wool
and woolens. Certainly the doubters
and skeptics who have been attacking the board and disparaging it service, or predicting Its failure are confounded by the unanimous, compre
hensive and able report There I no
evasion; there haa been no needle
delay; the board ha not been "used"
to prevent Justice to consumer.
Findings of fact are presented which
Justify material revision downward
even from a protective point of view
The president, who vetoed a wool bill
because It was not based on scientific
data, now definitely recommend that
revision of the entire wool schedule
"be proceeded with at once." He reo
ommends this because many duties are
shown to be "prohibitory and greatly
In excess of the difference In cost o
production her and abroad."
The Information supplied by tht
board 1 extremely valuable. It bearr
on rate of duty aa well a on the
methods of levying duties. It furnish
ea real guidance to congress, and con
gress. w earnestly hope, will pu
aside all small and partisan politic
and produce a measure which the pre
Ident, a a moderate protectionist ad
herlng to an accepted "test" differ
ence In the coats of production can
afford to sign. The sort of bill urged
by Mr. Taft would offer consumer
substantial relief.' Revision and re
ductlon on the basis laid down In tht
message would remove many Iniqultlei
and grabs without Jeopardising an e
tabllsbed and great Industry. Cblcagc
Record-Heral-

Not a "Jewish" Question.
"For two hour
today President
Taft and hi cabinet wrestled with
the Russian passport question and at
the conclusion of the session It was
acknowledged a solution that would
satisfy American Jew and at the
same time not embarrass either the
Uulted State or Russia still waa un.
discovered." Washington
Dispatch
from the Associated Press.
But It Isn't "American Jewa" who
re to be satisfied. It is American
Russia refuses to nermtt
cltltens.
the United State to grant to all It
citizens the fundamental Amerlccan
right of equal protection of the law.
That has produced a situation that
concerna all Americana,
whatever
their religious faith.
No discrimination on account of
ligion is a foundation principle of thla
republic. To uphold it Is an American, not a Jewish, duty.

r.

President's Firm Stand Wise.
President Taft has taken a firm
stand In upholding discipline at West
Point. If students of the two
i
national academies understand that

practically they can defy the rleid rft.
clnllne necessary to thorouxh miiitarv
and naval training and rely on oblig
ing congressmen to nullify the authority of superintendents and rules, they
will not be human If they do not tab
advantage of the fact, thus lowrm
the value of the training.
Postal Bank Deposits.

r.

Postmaster General Hitchcock
port that In eleven months' onorn,

tlon postal bank deposits aggregated
$11,000,000 and are expected to mam

$40,000,000 by July 1, 1912. There's
plenty of money In the country if

everybody wasn't
might come next.

-
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WORTHY

afraid of what

Otherwise It's All Right.
Champ Clark's explanation of that
monumental blunder Is all right, except that It comes too late and that It
doesn't txn'-i- n
Chicago Tribune.

wHattex,

Some society women are known by
what they waate their affection oa.
clear,
If you wih beautiful,
clothes, use Red Ctom Bag Blue,
good grocers.

white
At all

You'll generally always And that
1
moat suspicion- of
others, himself need watching.

the person who

-

Constipation causes and aggravates aaany
eriooa diieasM. It is thoroughly com by
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. The fiver-i- t
family laxative.

Her Fat.
"I have three husbands to support,"
pleaded the ragged beggar worn.
"What are yon a bigamist?"
"No, sir. One husband's mine and
the others belong to my two daagfc-ters- ."
Mary'
Mistress-M- ary,

Little Postscript

wasn't that

gentle-

man asking for met
The New Maid No, mum he described the lady be wanted to tea as
being about 40,and I told him It eoald-n'- t
be you.
Mistress Quite right, my dear. And
you shall have an extra afternoon off
tomorrow.
The New Maid Yes, mum. Thaaaee,
mum! Yes, mum. I told him It couldn't be you, aa you waa about 60.
Mistress And while you're taking
your afternoon off you'd better took
out for a new place!
The Baekterlolofllat.
darky chanced to meet
on the street a friend who complain
ed of much "mls'ry." Indeed, the af
flicted oue waa in despair, so "tucker-ered out" was he.
"Wot seem to be de matter?" asked
the first negro.
"Jim," aeld the other with a moan
of hi anatomy that waa giving htm so
much trouble, "I'se got sech. awfrjl
pain In man back heah!"
Jim assumed an air of great solem
nity and wisdom. "In dat ease," aaM
he, "dere's only one thing fo' yon to
do. Jes' yo' put yo'se'f in de hands a'
dat DoctAh Blank. I bears dat
de finest bakterlologtst In de whole
souf."
A Richmond

hs

TIED DOWN.
20 Years' Slavery How She Got Free
dom.
A dyspepsia veteran who writes
from one of EnglanoTa charming ratal
nomes to tell how she won victory in

her 20 years' fight, naturally exults ta
her triumph over the tea and eofite
naoii:
"I feel It a duty to tell yon," the
saya, "how much good Postum has
don me. I am grateful, but also d
ire to let other who may be suffetng
as I did. know of the delia-htfu- l
meth
od by which I was relieved.
"I had suffered for 20 years fram
dyspepsia, and the alddlnesa thai nmi.
ally accompanies that painful ailment.
ana which frequently prostrated me.
I never drank much coffee, and cocoa
and even milk did not agree with ray
impaired digestion, so I used tea, exclusively, till about a year ago, whea
I found In a package of Grape-Nnt- s
tha
little book, 'The Road to WellvUla.'
"After a careful reading of the booklet I was curious to try Postum sad
sent for a package. I enjoyed It from
the first, and at once gave np tea ia
Its favor.
"I began to feel better very soon.
My giddiness left me after tho fawt
few days' use of Postum, and my stomach became Btronger so rapidly that it
waa not long till I was able (as I still
am) to take milk and many other articles of food of which I waa formerly
compelled to deny myself.
I have
proved the truth of your statement
that Poatum 'makes good, red blood.'
"I have become very enthusiastic over
the merit of my new table beverage,
and during the past few months, have
conducted a Postum propaganda among
my neighbors which has brought benefit to many, and I shall continue to tell
my friends of the 'better way' In which
I rejoice."
Name given by Postum
Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Read the little book, "The Road to
Wellvllle," in pkgs. "There's a reason."
Hvr wed the a bar letter t A' ew
m appears
from tlm to Urn. TkT

WMmm
SYNOPSIS.
The story opens with a scream rrom
Porothy Marc In the opera bos of Mrs.
MMMonor. a wealthy widow.
It la oc
casioned whan Mra. Mlsetoner'a naoklaco
brtaka, scattering the diamonds all ovar
(ha floor, Curtia Orliwold and Braxton
Sands, eorfety man In lova with Mr.
gather up tha gems. Orlawold
steps on what It supposed to be tha celebrated Maharanee and cruahea It. A Hindoo declare It waa not tha genuine. An
expert latat pronounce! all tha stones
substitutes for
tha original. Ona of tha
missing diamonds li found In tha room
of Elinor Holcomb. confidential companion of Mra Mlssloner. She la arretted,
notwithstanding Mra. Mlaaloner'a belief
In her Innocence. Detective Brits, takes
of
tip tha case. Ha aska tha
Dr. Fitch. Elinor's fiance, In running
down the rial criminal. Brits learns that
duplicates of Mrs. Mlssloner's dlamonda
were made In Paris on the order of
Elinor Holcomb. While walking Brltf Is
eelsed, bound and gagged by Hindoos. Ha
1s Imprisoned In a deserted house, but
makes hla escape. Brits discovers an
diamond expert whom he believes
waa employed by either Bands or Oris-woto make counterfeits of the Missioned rams. Two Hindoos burglarise the
iome of Sands and are captured by Brits.
On one of them ha finds a note signed
by "Mllllrent" and addressed to "Curtis."
Brits locates a woman named MUllcent
Delaroche. to whom Oriswold has been
paying marked attentions. The Bwaml attends a ball at Mrs. Mlssloner's home, but
earns nothing further about the diamonds. Brits dlsgiiltind aa a thief, visits
tha apartment of MUllcent. He finds a
box that once contained the missing diamonds, but it Is empty. The detective
concludes that the Hindoos have anticihim In the recovery of tha jewels.
pated
He visits their quarters and has an exciting experience with a snake. Tha
flwaml returns all tha real diamonds to
Mra. Mlssloner. except the Maharanee,
which he Insists must be returned to the
temple In India, whence It was stolen.
Writs gives his theories to tha chief of
snowing how Oriswold has devised
ihe whole plot, placing tha blame on
Mia-ton-

ld

po-lli- fi,

KJlnor.

CHAPTER XXIV. Continued.
"Oh, that waa only a precaution on
their part. They took the chance I
might hare recovered the Maharanee,
I suppose. Maybe they expected to
And In my possession something that
would give them a clue to the where
abouta of the atone. Then, once they
got me, they thought they might aa
well keep me out of the running until
they got what they wanted. It was
no part of their plan to let me find
the Jewels and turn them over to
Mrs. Mlssloner."
"You had a close call there, Ilea
tenant," observed the physician.
"Close enough," said Brlti calmly
"But It'a all In the day's work."
As Brits finished there was a timid
tap on the door. In response to Man
ning'S curt "Gome In!" Donnelly and
Carson crossed the threshold, and
did their best to stand at ease In
front of the lieutenant's desk.
"You sent, huh, for us, Chief?"
"Yes," said Manning. "Lieutenant
Brits wants you to attend to a little
matter for him."
"Yes, Donnelly," said Brltz coolly
"If you have nothing better to do Just
now, suppose you run up to Curtis
GrUWold's apartment, and tell him
he Chief wants to talk to him."
"Suppose he won't come," said Don
nelly, who evidently did not yet sus
pect It waa desired that the clubman
be taken Into custody.
"Bring him, then," said Brits. "You
haven't forgotten how to show a gen
ileman down to Headquarters, have

your

Donnelly winced under the lieuten
nt'a scorn, and Carson turned gray.
"And you, Mr. Carson," said Brits,
renewing hla Instructions, "be good
einough to take a trip to the Hotel
Renaissance, and ask Mrs. Delaroche
to come down to see us for a little
while."
Caraon, In the crisis, felt he could
not be too precise.
"Suppose she declines?" he asked.
"Bring her!" said Brits.
Fitch laughed aloud at the con
alternation In the faces of the two detectives. It waa manifest both Don
nelly and Caraon were so far from
the facta in the mystery that not only
had neither of them dreamed of ma
king a prisoner of Oriswold, that
uave aoclety man who had volun
teered so much assistance to them in
their efforts to weave a web of cir
cumstantial evidence against Elinor
Holcomb, but that they were abso
lutely Ignorant of the existence of
touch a person aa MUllcent Delaroche,
They shuffled their feet with lncreas
ing nervousness aa they felt the eyes
of their chief upon them. Donnelly
hatred at
shot a glanco of
Brits aa the lieutenant, at ease In his
revolving chair, faced the crestfallen
detectives with a satirical smile.
Once or twice Donnelly essayed to
peak, but each time he caught the
fro sen expression on the facea of the
Chief and Brits, and the words died
In his throat. Nothing remained save
to
for the two. brilliant crime-hunter- s
earry out the lieutenant's orders. As
they turned to go their discomfiture
was augmented by the real detective's mock solicitude.
"You'll and It an eaay Job, boys.
Just aak the two of them to eome
down here quietly, and If they don't
want to come, make 'em. Show them
your ahtelda, you know, and all that
sort of thing."
When they had gone, Brits In-

dulged hla amusement to the extent
of a laugh; Fitch Joined him, and
Manning, after a brief attempt to
keep his face straight, also laughed
heartily.
CHAPTER XXV.
The Attack en the Yacht
Brits, Manning and Fitch walked

briskly around the corner and board
ed at Bleecker Street a subway train,
At Fourteenth Street they caught the
first uptown Van Cortlandt expreas
of the morning, and they made good
time to Two Hundred and Twenty-fift- h
Street.
There they left the
train, and walked quickly along the
edge of a grassy bluff overlooking
the government cut that now con
necta the Harlem and Hudson rivers
by a more direct route than the old
Spuyten DuyvU creek. A few bun
dred yards beyond the low fence that
separates the meadow from the street
they came upon a man standing close
behind a large tree. He was screened
from the little street and from the
bridge that spana it by thick under
brush. When he sighted Brits he
lifted his hand warnlngly and beck'
oned. The three men went within
the shelter of the bush.
"Anything new, Gordon?" inquired

and held powerless by Brits and Manning. Gripping the Prince's leg firmly,
the doctor worked his scalpel gently
Into tb small lump In the flesh a
wound so recent that It had been
bound together by pieces of court
plaster the color of the skin. Then he
triumphantly extracted something
which, though ruddled, sparkled In the
gleam of the Incandescent lamps with
which the cabin, despite the daylight,
still waa illuminated.
"The Maharanee diamond!" cried
Brits and Manning together.
CHAPTER XXVI.
Mutual Explanations.

Brits.

"Yes." said the other detective.
"They have gone aboard."
"Where's Hicks?"
"Down there near the water, piping
them off."
"Are they on deck?"
"No, in the cabin; they seem pret
ty busy, too."
Cordon looked at the sky. It waa
growing brighter every minute.
Stepping with most solicitous ten
derness on the grass, and avoiding
every leaf and twig that might give
forth a slight crackle, the. four men
made their way slowly among the
bushes to the spot where Hicks, lying
at full length with his head only a
little way above the ground, was
waiting and, at the same time, watch
tng a naphtha yacht of more than
ordinary else. Not a sound broke the
silence of the early morning.
The
ground was bare of snow, the grass
almost as green as in late summer,
and only the chill In the air and the
nakedness of the trees Indicated the
winter season. The sun was Just
rimming the far ahore of the sound.
A pioneer ray gilded the Spuyten
DuyvU
headland, caroming thither
from the crest of Marble Hill.
After a whispered conference with
hicks, Brits slipped nis nana into a

side pocket of his coat, and took
something that glittered in the sunshine. At a single word from Brits,
Gordon and Hicks wormed their way
along the bank until they were at the
bow of the yacht. Brltc, Fitch and
Manning stared near the stern. Sud'
denly the lieutenant fired a shot over
tne yacht that echoed metallically
from the cliffs, and at the signal, all
five of the attacking party leaped
aboard the yacht, their feet striking
the polished deck with a concerted
thud that must have made those with
In the cabin think they were feeling
the first shock of a landslide.
Tne nve men on tne deck gave
those below little time for analysis of
their sensations. Gordon and Hicks
raced around the wheelhouae to the
starboard side of the craft, and
dashed down the companionway from
that direction, while Brits, Manning
and Fitch hurled themselves Into the
port entrance to the cabin, alighting
on a richly carpeted floor a docen feet
below the deck. Two shots followed
before the police party could seise
Prince Kananda and All, who, facing
In opposite directions, stood at bay in
the center of the cabin. Brits and
Gordon struck upward the revolvers
of the Indians as the triggers were
pulled. The bullets flew high, harm'
ing no one. Behind Kananda and All,
using a table as a breastwork, stood
two more Hindoos, both of them
strangers to Brits. They were un
armed save for wicked-lookin- g
Malay
krlses they gripped nervously as they
crouched in waiting for an attack.
Brits and Manning Jammed their pis
tols Into the faces of the men with
the krlses; but the Indians, undls
mayed, made savage slashes at them
with their razor-edge- d
long knives,
Gordon and Fitch sprang upon the
Hicks with a pistol in
each hand standing off Kananda and
Ali.
Again and again the Hindoos
slashed at their assailants, and that
they did not split at least one head
was due to tne wary agility or the
four who attacked them. Shots from
the detectives' revolvers would have
brought them down at such short
range, of course; but the policemen
seemed bent on capturing them alive,
and Fitch was not a man to have recourse to bloodshed until he could be
certain It was Inevitable. Brltz and
Manning waited their chance. After
futile awlngs at the Indians, they
closed with them, clubbing their revolvers and bringing them down with
crashing force on the gaudy turbans
of the Orientals. A few seconds of
that vicious pounding stunned the
Hindoos, and It waa then but the
work of a moment to slip handcuffs
on them. Kananda and All, In the
meanwhile, had made no further at
tempts to use their pistols. They
read death In Hicks' eyes as he con
fronted them with his long, blue
gleaming barrels aimed , straight at
them. Their hesitation waa fatal to
their hope of escape. For even as
01-- 4

krls-bearer-

AH,

doubtless at a whisper or signal

from the Prince, swung himself about
to Interpose himself between Hicks
and the petty potentate's aon, while
Kananda turned for a dash to tha

"You Sent, huh, for Us, Chief."
deck, Brltz, Fitch and Manning, leav
ing Gordon in charge of the captured
Indians, surrounded the other two
and disarmed them. Breathing heav
lly from the short but sharp struggle,
the captors marched their prisoners
to the far end of the cabin and seated
themselves between the Hindoos and
the doors. They were still on the
alert to prevent an attempt to ea
cape on the part of Kananda or All.
The other two Indians being hand'
cuffed. It was less likely they would
make a spurt for liberty, but the po-

sides, rolled the heavy furniture
about, and prodded every locker. In
vain. If the diamonds were on board
the yacht, they were not In the
saloon.
Gordon went to the wheel, while
Hicks, who had some knowledge of
watched and regulated
machinery,
the feed of the motor. Silently as a
giant swan, and as smoothly, the

It waa breakfast time, and Brits and
Fitch after their exciting night were
hungry enough to eat a Hindoo, but
they did not stop to show considera
tion to their inner men.
As he expected, Brltz found Gris- wold and Mrs. Delaroche in the big
reception room of the Detective Bu
reau with the detectives who had ar
reated them waiting ponderously near
the door, and an Interested desk lieutenant looked up from his work to
hear the denouement of what Police
Headquarters bad come to regard aa
the "star" case of tne year.
Brits walked slowly to his own
room, where the scowling Orientals
were penned in a corner, while the
chief of the detectives and hla two
subordinates were taking
rest In the lieutenant's
Brits talked to Manning in whispers,
then went to the telephone and called
well-earne-

d

easy-chair-

s

He watched closely the effect of hit
woman facta
words on the high-strun-g
him, and saw that he had touched a responsive chord. Her eyes flashed as
It ber very soul vibrated with Jealous
rage. Her breath came and went In
short gasps. Her fingers twisted nod
untwisted nervously, and ahe seemed
to be on the point of a violent revelation when the situation waa Interrupted by a knock on the door.
Brits, a flash of amusement In his
face, walked to the door, opened It,
and thrust his head out In the corridor stood a man from the Detective
Bureau who said:
"The prisoner, Grlswold, requests an
Immediate Interview with Lieutenant
Brltz.'
Brits hesitated a minute, then said:
"Bring him In here," and then returned
to Mrs. Delaroche.
"I shall not ask you to take my
word for it, madam," he said. "I'll soon
give you proof of the very best kind
that what I have told you about Mr.
Grlswold Is true. Just sit over here la
this alcove where you cannot be seen
from the middle of the room, and pay
attention to what goes on."
Shortly after that, Oriswold was
brought Into the room, and the lieutenant, his hands in his pockets, his
shoulders squared, his features caat In
an Iron mold, confronted
the clubman.
"How long Is this tarce going to be
kept up?" Grlswold demanded.
"None of that now, Orlawold. I've
got the goods on you. The less of that
kind of talk you Indulge In, the better
for all concerned. Mrs. Delaroche has
told everything!"
Grlswold
inquired
sarcastically.
"And what, pray, had she to tell?"
"A great deal more than Mrs. Mlssloner knows," answer! Britz craftily.
"Don't you mention that lady'a name
exclaimed
In such a place aa "
Grlswold with a ahow of chivalry that
would have gone very well before a
Jury, but which was lost on such hardas Britz and Manened thief-taker- s
ning.
"No harm in mentioning her name.
Is there, when the lady herself will
be here In a few minutes?"
This time there was no simulation
In the start Orlawold gave. He stared
at the detective aa It he doubted hla
own hearing.
"Why why you simply must not
let her come here," said Grlswold
"I would not have ber see me
again.
here for anything in the world. Can't
this be arranged somehow? Say, you
know I am not a poor man"
Brits grinned at him.
"Oh, I know you can't be bought,"
said Grlswold. "But this is a serious
matter to me. It means my whole
future. I don't want Mrs. Mlssloner
to come here and see me a prisoner.
It will be different when the case
comes to trial. I will have counsel
then, and I can take care of myself.
but Just now I'm helpless. Don't bring
the woman here to make her loae all
respect for me; oh, man, don't queer

Mrs. Mlssloner's bouse.
"Good morning, Mrs. Mlssloner!" he
said over the Wire. "This Is Lieuten
ant Brltz Brits, of Headquarters.
called you up to tell you we had ar
rested the Jewel thieves and beg paryacht threaded the cut to the broader don? What did you say your Jewels
stretch beyond the Spuyten DuyvU have been returned to you? That's
creek and, passing under the long strange. I have one of them in my
railroad bridge on which the famous pocket now. How's that? You say you
liceman took no chances.
little Dolly Varden train toddled from have all your Jewels? Then whose is
"Now, Mr. Kananda," said Brltz to bank to bank, swung downstream In this the Maharanee? Pardon me, Mrs.
the Prince cheerily, "I reckon we'll the Hudson and headed for the Bat Mlssloner, I don't quite understand
have those diamonds."
tery. The yacht was' off Grant's Tomb We have the thieves here and the bigto Fitch, for gest of the diamonds. What did you
"Perhaps you will be good enough before an Idea occurred
to explain," parried the Prince with which Brltz not only gave hlnf full say you don't want the thieves prosecuted? Why, really, Mrs. Mlssloner
credit, but blessed him heartily.
hla most blase Cambridge manner.
"See If any one of those men Is yes, of course yes, I am talking from
Brltz
shouted
"Explain nothing!"
"I've fenced with you fellows long wounded, lieutenant," Fitch suggested. Police Headquarters' they are here
Brltz and Manning looked the Orient- now, all the thieves, lot No. 1 and lot
enough. We've caught you now and als1
over, and made them walk up and No. 2. You say you don't understand?
we want the goods."
down
the cabin. The Prince halted Well, I tell you, Mrs. Mlssloner, per
"Since you are resolved to carry
In his gait for an instant, then haps you had better run down here,
lightly
this miserable farce farther," said the
recovered control of his muscles, and Yes, I know It Is a great deal to ask,
Prince, "I suppose we shall have to strode as
but I have worked pretty hard to find
steadily as his
submit."
diamonds yes, day and night.
your
compatriots.
"You'll submit to a search, that's
The Chief thinks it would be better If
man
has
the
"That
Maharanee,"
what you'll do!" interrupted Man
Fitch declared. "You'll find It In the you could arrange to come down. It
ning. "I don't blame you, Brltz, for
won't take you long; you need not stay
of his leg."
ralf
losing your temper with this crowd;
more than five minutes. Oh, but you
seized
Brltz
Kananda
the
collar
by
fresh Is no name for It"
don't know who the thieves are; yes,
htm
and
shook
savagely.
The Chief nodded to Gordon and
"tt you don't give up that diamond, you have guessed In part not alto
Hicks, and they began a search of
finish will be the operating gether; but I think you'd better come
your
the four prisoners that left nothing
down, Mrs. Mlssloner; you will be in
undone to find the diamonds. When table," said the detective.
I am sure. How's that? Bring
'
terested,
forced
another
Kananda
laugh.
they had examined every article of
Mr. Sanda? By all means, if you wish.
the Indians' apparel, from the Orien- Brltz, Manning, and Fitch seized him, Yes, I will await you then
e
Hin and baring his leg to the knee, come? Thank you very much. you'll
tal costumes of the
Mrs,
doos to the conventional attire of the searched for marks of a wound. Mlssloner. Good-by- .
was
a
there
little
to
enough,
looked
Strangely
for
Prince, they
Manning
The detectives saidNow, what do you think of that?" me!"
further instructions, for they had lump in the calf.
Brits to Manning. "After all our
MUllcent Delaroche from the alcove
looked at the doctor.
found nothing.
work, Mrs. Mlssloner calmly Informs heard and saw all that passed be"Here's a slight protuberance, doc me that her Jewels have been reThen all four of the detectives, with
the Chief and the doctor, ransacked tor," said Brltz. "I gueas the rest Is turned to her, and that she does not tween the men. 8he gripped the slender arm of her chair until her taper
the cabln,'fore and aft and from star- up to you."
wish to
the thieves. She ing lingers curving around It bit Into
Fitch took out a pocket instrument says she prosecute
board to port, aa thoroughly as the
is willing to overlook their her
pink palm. 8he watched the un
Indian burglars had gone through the case, and selected a tiny knife. Ka little deviations from the
path of honagitation of the prisoner
apartments of Oriswold and Sands. nanda, on the point of beginning an esty, as she is so glad to re- mistakable
no
doubt
remained in her mind
until
was
to
even
lifted
other
on
choked
the carpet
all
escape,
struggle
They
cover her Jewels. I told her I had the of his attitude toward Mrs. Mlssloner.
Maharanee In my pocket, and she In- Then her
rage broke through all resisted she had all her gems. What do straint.
the detective's can
Casting
you know about that, anyway?"
tlon to the winds, she strode to tho
Mrs. Delaroche was brought In by a center of the room and towered above
private of the detective force, and Grlswold, as, thunderstruck at sight
Brltz, with elaborate politeness, bowed of her In his
d
pride of
her to a chair. She was too angry to what might happen, he had utterly
for
acknowledge his courtesy, and she sat gotten for awhile her presence In Po
looking at the lieutenant and the lice Headquarters he moved uneasChief with flashing eyes.
ily In his chair.
"Mrs. Delaroche,"
said Britz, "I
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
may as well tell you at the outset that
the game la up. We know all about
Louis Napoleon In America.
your connection with this case, and the
It is noticeable that Princess Caro
best thing for you to do Is to tell us line, who subsequently knew the emeverything you know. Your friend, peror so intimately, makea no referMr. Oriswold, as you have seen, Is un ence to the visit of Louis
Napoleon to
der arrest. What do you know about America In 1837.
him?"
He was for two montha In New
"I shall answer no questions," said York, where he lived at the Washing
Mrs. Delaroche, "until I shall have ton hotel, Broadway.
had an opportunity to engage coun
It Is Interesting to know that ho
sel."
made the acquaintance of Washington
"Mr. Grlswold Is engaged to marry Irving, whom he visited at Sunnystdo,
you?"
Irving had also met Mile. Monttjo.
'Of course," she replied with an in
On the occasion of the emperor's
dignant flush.
marriage. In 186S, he wrote: "Louis
"Now, Mrs. Delaroche," Brits re Napoleon and Eugenie de Montljo.
plied, "I'm going to tell you that you emperor and empress of Prance; ono
are the most mistaken lady In Man of whom I have had as a guest at my
hattan Island right now. Grlswold la cottage on the Hudson; and the other
not engaged to you; at any rate he of whom, when a child, I have had on
doesn't understand that he Is."
my knee at Grenada." Footnote to
"What do you mean, air?"
Princess Marat's Memoirs.
"I mean, madam," answered Brits,
"that Mr. Curtis Grlswold, though he
How the Hurt Her Finger.
engaged himself to marry you, has
"What's de mattah. Miss Clara
been Industriously engaged for some aaked Rosa, the Browns' colored launtime past In attempting to become en- dress, seeing Miss Clara nursing her
gaged to another woman."
finger with a pained look on her face.
Who la she?"
1 brulaed my finger with the hammer
"She la the possessor of many mil the other day and It hurts still," was
lions," said Brits, "a woman of ac the reply. "I has dat, too!" exclaimed
knowledged beauty and of undeniable Rosa, eagerly, "feels like a tlnglia' all
charm. Of course, I don't undertake down de palm of my han', but mine
to ear for a moment, madam, that her Jes' comes from alappia' do ehuUuas
attractlvenes equala yours. Doubtless, on de bald."
Mr. Grlswold. being an enterprising
The man who stands oa tho truth
young man, hVs eyes more to her mil
lions than to her looks. Nevertheless, has God's hand under ysjktodlaatg
The Scowling Orientals Were Penned In a Corner.
oils News.
she la a beauty."
low-cast-

low-cast-
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New Mexico, New Mexico;

Local Frt. E i't 10:30 t.M.
Among thcmountains of the West,
O.K. DEN I ON, Agent.
K

'

r
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ilAin

NEW

I, Pasirnrf. i
Daily

Offi- -

cmls m This Resnect

m

Daut

Still

regarded As Do Facto

&

New Mexico, New Mexico;
Where summer skies shin blue

CHURCHES.

i

and clear
.1
Meetings every
Third Sunday's of each month.
Ana winters tuat tire rever crenr
Set vice morning and evooinjr.
01 that's the dearest land to
A.
Rrv. J.
Trick ky, P.ntor,
Mexico, New Mixta.

M. E. CHURCH

roe-N- ew

r

Best and Cheapest

Choicest.

tho

All

a

if there is a cros ninikcd on Congressman.
this space you wi'l know that yonr
Mhsciitro:i m thi I'aP'-- has exThf following cert .'spomlouce
pired. We wjuU he pleased tu
i'CMe vour renewal at once, from New Mtx cVs representatives
The fleecy sheep upon thehi!lf.
it ry and
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.
Otherwise the pi't-- will be di; in Ctttjr as is
Niw Mtxico, New Mexico;
will bo of much int.T';t to many
rontiuued.
Nrw Mexiro.
San Jon,
'
itiz.n? ol this state:
Thy babb'inu brooks and dasliin
J. P. Mastkrsov, Pastor.
Mouse of R. presentatives U.S.
rills,
STATU officers
Preachihg every second Sunday
D.
C.
NewMexico, New Mexico;
ut 11 oclock a. M.
Washington,

I

at

i

sclf-exp'a-

r

n

I

Prayer service, S oclock r. M.
January 26, 1912.
All
Christians especially invited
Dear Sir:
We have received
Fe, N. M.
.Secretary-Anto- ino
J. Lucero, many communications in regard to to this prayer service for the good
SatiU Fe. N. M.
the legality of acts of the United 01 tne community.
W.
Service at 2 oclock (slow time)
Frank
Attorney General
States commissioners in taking
M.
N.
Santa
Fe,
Clancy,
land proofs. As will be seen by on Saturday before the second
Treasurer O. N. Marrow, Santa the enclosed communication from Sunday. Everyb dy .invited.
M.
, Fe. N.
the commissioner of. general land
Sunday School each Sabbath at
Congressman George Curry.
comoffice
the
of
10 oclcr.k a. M.
court
oftice, the
H. B. Furgusson.
Congressman
J. P. Mastersox, Supt
H. H. missioner has been abolished, and
Corporation Cjumissioner
W. B. Griffiths, Stc.
all their acts are nugatory, and alWilliam.
comoffices
of
U.
S.
the
the
though
Chief JusticC. J. Robert?.
Singing School me ts every Sun-da- v
vacated
were
missioners
probably
afternoon at Three oclock at
Suprerr.? court judge R. H. Hanna
the admission of New Mexico tnu Church.
upon
F.W.Parker
Supreme couit judge
as a state, they are still regarded
Auditor W. G. Sargent.
for the purpose of taking land
Superintendent Public Instruction
E. CLtik, Sa&ta Fe. proofs as de facto officials and will
THjS lodge
N. M.
oe allowed to take proofs until such
The A. H. T. A. n)ts eacn 2nd and
time as the United States judge
of Public Lands
Commission
Robert P. Ervine, Santa Fe for the state of New Mexico is ap- 4th Wednesday evening.
W.

-

C. McDonald, btinf.il
"

j

N. M.

E. H. Wilkin, Pre
pointed an unqualified.
11. B. Horn, Sec.
iame and Fish Warden James
We would appreciate it if. you
P..Goble, Santa Fe, N. M.
would give this letter publicity as
Engineer Charles D. Miller, SanTne W. 0. W. meets eacn 1st and
many settlers who live a distance
ta Fe. N. M.
3rd
Monday evenings. Vhltlng Sever-Igafrom the land offices or county seats
Welcome
will be saved the time and expense
OJstxIct. Court. Sl.tb District.
H. B. Born, 0. C.
( Counties of ' Gudalupe, Ctero, of going before said land ofiicials
0. L. Owen, Cleat.
in order to make either their filings
Lincoln and Quay.)
ludjteEdtfard R. Wright, A!a- -' cr final proofs.
The M. W. A. meets each secmagordo, N. M.
Respictfully vvours,
and fourth Saturday evening
ond
District AttorneyHarry H.
GEORGE CURRY,
of
each
month.
Tucumcari. N. M.
H. B. FERGUSSON,
,
Visitors welcome.
Clerlt Charles P. Downs,
members ol co gre.;s.
C. L. Owen, V.'C.
N. M.
Geo.
E. Sale. Clerk
To the Registers and Receivers:

The paradise of ihe hunter's dreams
The trout within thy runinff streams
Thc rocky cifs where
scre;im,

HOME THRUST

New Mtxi:o, New Mexico;

After you have subscribed fci
your home paper, then take th.
The Herald is
El Paso Herald.
the best daily for you to read &.
you get all the late Associate
Press news and the special dis
New Mexico,
juTtcbes covering
The
Arizona.
and
West Texa;

And thou hast fields of waving grain
N..w Mtxico, Niw Mfxicoj

And watered well without the rain
New Mexico, New Mexico;
rms t'er crois thy sheltered
No
t

vales,

With fiuits and

fl

.ers

Mm

wi Lin iht ir

this indetd the and for me
New Mtxico, New Mexico.

Thj mou'tairs

fil

.

untold
New Mtxico; New Mexico;
The Heathen (looking at
Where fortunes lie in beds ot gold,
wLloh contains a picture of a
New Mexico, N w Mexico;
football came) Wiiat's this?
American- Missionary ricturo of a
The lads & lassies, brave and true, football
game.
Tho Iltathen Do you not send sua
Thy soldier boy who wear the blue
Will all join in the glad rtf rain-N- ew sIoaarioH arnong thea.e people?
Mt xico, New Mexcco,
news-rftv-

Olfiwrs.
R. A. Prentice,
N. V. Gallegos.

Morning' Journal

FutL'trsociatr.u Press I.(csid
IFire Report Every Day in p

ne iccr

1

U. 5. Local Land

Sirs. Supplementary ot instructions communicated by office teleReceiver
gram of January 0, ign, vou are PROFESSIONAL CARDS
advised that admission of the state
QUAV C3U.NTY 0FFICG1S.
CHAS. C. REED,
of New Mexicn to the Union operShuifl j. F, Ward.
of
Notary-Publithe
ated to effect au abolition
Probate Clerk D J. Finuepau.
Treasurer Lee.. G. Pearsoo.
offices ol United States court com- All Lenal Blanks Properlv Ex' cu'td
Probate Tudc I D. Cutlip.
missioners. (Mechem on Public
Offi e in Sentinel Building
Assessor
l. .J. Briscoe.
Pubon
Officers,'
Sec,
408;
Throop
Mr.
Superintendent of Schools
lic Officers, Sec 304, 315.) Official
E. Pack.
OKFICE TEL. 100
RESIt ENCE ISO
..
rnnttrs formed by any such officer
Surveyo- Orville
subsequent to that event must be
Doard of Commissioners
regarded as wholly nugatory.
Dr. B F. HERRING.
First DistrietW. B. Rector.
be
will
It
HERRING
necessary, consequentSecond District Fred WaJthtr.
.
final
and
NEW MEXICO
o;her
to
TUCUMCARI,
proofs
rejoct
ly,
T.
C.
Collins.
Third Districtbd- -'
or
subrrvtted
completed
papers
: Precinct Officers.
fore fucn oificers after the date of
Geo. E- Sale, Justice of Peace.
DR R. S. COULTER,
admission, as aforesaid.
Dudley Aodersorf; Constable.
DENTIST
'
"It isalso considered that the offiOffice in Neiy Bank Building,
ces of United States commissioners
Phone 64.
were vocated as a consepuerce of
New Mex
Tucumcari,
the admission of the state and the
abolition of the tribunal by ghich
the then incumbents were appointDr. J. Edwin Maxnev,
ed. As the office continues to exist
DolPhysician & Surgeon,
Two Men Took Seven
however, the ofrichl acts perform- - Offic Satton
Building, Vjmt. St.
lars and overlooked

Roister

Ki

jm iija tfg.TO Twmsaua
-

Albuquerque, N. M.

Hagtgnr-3- c
.

C. B M ARDE N
!

c,

j

Dealer In

NOTICE FCI

General Merchandise

j
--

ee us.

Satisfartio:; u" .mimed.
i

Staole and Fancy Qroceres

BUTI-DIN-

.

T.

Eenlinsl l$pSr Ae"r.

Robbed.

L1S1.IMI VII. J
Phone 83, Res. Phom- - 171.
and claiming authority by virtue
New Mex.
Tucumcari, of their original appointments, wiil
On Tuesday night Coodutor E.
treated as the acts of an officer
T. McDevitt, of the T, St M. was jde
facto, and valid ai to th" pub!ic,
slugged by two men near the freight jde
Dr. W. LEMING
until such time as their otTi:i:il
dpot, as he was coming in off bis j status may be determined by the
SjJeci ilitv, EYE, EAR, S:V E THR 'AT.
run, ou No. 42.
"actijn ol 'competent authority,
fitit d.
He was struck in the facs with (
Throop on Public Officers, Sees.
Offre, first tairjay fast rtf the
probaly a sand bag and renderd un- 631, 6;i'o.)
r Hotel.
Vorenb'
conscious, and $7.00 taken from one
In accordance with this concluNew Mex.
Tucumcari,
of his pockets, while Si.li remainsubmitted and papers
proofs
sion,.
and
a
and
ed in that psckat,
b fote U. S. commiswatch in another packet were un- completed
in
office
at the date of the
sioners
EUGENE E HEDGECOKE
molested. He thinks he must have
admission of the state into the
s
cind-rin
some
the
around
rol'ed
U. S. ("ONfMISSK'NEfc,
union, anb thereafter contintiins
two pr three hours before recover6TH DrSTRICT
to perform official functions, will
ing sufficiently to net up and did be treated and
s
Cont-tr
det-Prgnfs etr.
Filint",
regarned and
not recover so as to report it un- rnin
MEX.
'.
n
NEW
St
HUlrirr ENDEE.
hv th
til next morning.
court for the district of New Mexico.
Officer Fred White made the arVery respectlully.
Calvin Newland
rest of two

(.U

M

"--

-
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DONE AT THIS OFFiCH.

oiS-er-

FRED DENNETT,

For Sale.

sm.fll
Postoffice in
n

Store building
Commissioner.
of Groceries.
stock
Albuquerque Moruing Journal,
ennnection. Gcod location. This
All kinds of leral work
' I V
tM nt ore e and
18x3

pr'
N.

sj

,1f
r.

-

M

City

eom-mutatio- n

A.Prentick, Ufgis'.er.

Markets.

Butter
Eggs

2oe
50.

Chickens

BUTCHER SHOP
FRESH MEATS AT ALL TIMES.
St'ak?,"

Chops,

Rorsts

S.ni-age-

,

Hamburger

25c to 35:
Turkeys
Jtl.oo to $1,7.5
Maize heads, per ton
$12,51.
Kaffir Corn head,
too
per
12,5 '
Beans, per pound
3
Corrected weekly by Z. 'E. M;.
'
Daniels, trcctry and feed

......
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Hor Absorbing Fear.
never got to banoueU w'tb
your husband." "No. I'm aNavt
afraid that they will ask h!m t
11
sreech." "And can't he mako onu
That s It exactly. He can't. But il
ha were askt.d I
just know ho'.J get
up and try." Detroit Free Prci-c- .
(

RESTAURANT AND

POOL HALL

.

Sign.d

Meridian, has tilt d cot ie ;
to raakc Final
lToof, to establish cltiui
td tho land above described, be:'o
Hegister and Ib'celvt-r- , U S. f.:::d
Otlio", at Tucumcari, N. M., o tlvs
7 th
day of Varch 1912.
Claimant names as wKncssns:
R. J. Peinfoid
j. tv. Atklna
C ('. Reed and J. W. podgjon
All of San Jon Nct Mjx1co.

JOB WORK

Gb-sst--

iren,

1H12.

s.

'SU-U-

HI

U.

;

and James B. Gallagher, in connection with the robbery,' but no positive proof is hid against them at
tc.is lime.' 1 his slugging business
must li stoppafdUd ou:
U here shon.
ire on tV 4leri as

L'."i,

S.
M.

Nfitloe is hereby given thnt Jar:;-- !
es TV. Mundell (if .San Jon, N. V.,
who. mi Frit. iii.
made H. K,
.
So.
SK,1 r.r.cl S? SWi,
f,.r
See. X Twji Im n. Kungc 34 X,
N.

Was Slugged and

Forty

Jikiniary

the Iiterior. I.;.
Tucumcari, N'.

of lnoentlim

ten: Conductor

More and Watch.

I

j.
j

Call and

I DLUCATIO.W

riifo
i.fc.rtmi.iit of
I.i'uii! Cuiieo ;tt

Sn-.ith-

-

circulation is Rivitr

Albuquerque

er

Too Cererou3!y Gifted.
"I wis h I did pet have to powerful
with
in Imajrinatiou," laanemed tho
tlio Cuf.v hair. "Iahi night I dreamo!
was on 11a oecjia otoussh!,", a:.d i
R'Oke up eoruslcli."

The abovej sorg poem was trans-pos- t
d dy Alexander
McPhetson,
from "Idaho, My Idaho," written
bv Mrs. Bartie A. Pickens, of
Boise, Idaho.

Alamo-Ifordo-

wide

td with Wealth

-

Mc-Elro-

aid-- ,

the publicity we ret d to attract
new people and r.- - w .capital to out
section. You can help it iii if.
good wotk for the southwest by
Incoming a regular subscriber.

dales,

0,

vtfVf Ur ilr ftUlTttt,

Always

11

s
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CONNECTION.
FEED AND WAGON YARD IN

j

!

Governor--

?, MeDANIELS.

j

W.

A.

GDFORTII

'You

Usa for Coat
In

Due,
every Ifc it
usually waeted. Have U
la a
ecutt'e and add Eucient
t
make It moist. Bani it
upon tic r'.M
you will have no
tA
with the result for noun
coal dust, found

brutt

fa-.-

i

'

1JWU

CROKEN

LAiiD

CROPS

Mat

' I.
. "

". I

ijfnmon Priutloe ef Sowing fl.i R.
I.tvaa fi.gqllrg tttntr, but It
Net Aliy Rett.

tir common practice of nw.
or fomo othrr crop on newly
ii'iHrn I u ii (1 bis ftpparect!? irrowo in
avor durlrj r.cnt rears, owing no
luubt to the xrrat Incroaao In the
(rowing of that crop. The practice
the strugellriK
iftentitres relieve
:nrii'r who It beginning work co the
!iu.i'P.tpai, but it In tot the he&t
:hcg that can be done tor the future
production of t bo land. This at taint
true, where he normal preclptta
10 to 13
low uy
ion la tow,
Ached.
When a crop of flax or wheat of
it her grain crop 1b takes from land
the season that It has beon broken,
no opportunity la given tor moisture
to go down Into the dry eubuoil to
moisten It The crcp may absorb It all
In a dry year and then cot nuve
enough to perfect Its growth. In such
Instances the grower usually t am-Iw- s
to follow with another crcp the
next year, and to obtain ft. be may
Kits ply disc tie land. The second crop.
If Indeed ono can b taken troro tho
land that year, to turn talU'3 all the
itolsturo of that eearou. none la left
for the soil, much less for the aubaotl;
hence the ubreo.ueot cropping for a
time la much liable to be attended
with disaster. If the first plowing has
been Ehallow, the rnudkloo will bo fur
her aggravated.
'.The necwrlUea of tun newcomer to
vory many Icsuuwms compel him to
ndoft Home fiuch courts In order tJiat
t: may get rowan that will ttcnbloblio
to carry on hi work. But many adopt
this method because they ere anxlou
to get a quick return for their outlay
without being compelled to farm thus.
There la no question that It le not the
beat reethed to adopt It would be
better In the end to allow too laud to
ail tho Erst aunucer,
llj idle du.-ir.-g
thus giving tioe for o'otjt.ure to go
down Into the subsoil. With some
of moisture in tho soil, better
crops may bo grown, at haul to the
future that Immediately follow
The benefit from having a Btrre of
moisture In the subsoil In a dry etan
cannot be overer.Unj.iUd. A smell
amount of such moisture miy save a
crop. The rainfall during the giwvfna
period may Na only enough to carry
the crop on to the caring stage. Oaa
more Inch of r.ln would make the
crop and It does not come. If In tha
absence of that Inch of rain thera was
reserve moisture In the eoll, the crop
would be carried to completion..
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SOIL MULCH OF IMPORTANCE
Slow Ecrly in
Increasing the Depth at
tW Season Advances.

Cultivate 'Rather
Spring,

fB? PROF. A. M
Mfttlnw foil in

TET
not

BYCK. Ksnstt.)

coed a con- doctor of heat aa firm eoll. A tbtr.lt
"mulch or mellow noil chou!d permit
'less host to cntnr the soil than a thin
lUUXU.
cr, iub miu iuuh u uij
be as offcctlve a covering for retain
tng the beat In the soil as a thlcu
tnuloh. The rosulta of the recent soli
temperature nudla at the 'Kansas
at ion support this statement.
Jl dx'tsi soil mulch la not mu'eastiry
ftr (01: serving tun tgU moisture
in tho Bprtafc. whsn ths air la moist
and tho weather relatively cool; bntce
the plan to cultivate rsthrr shallo
early In the Kprlna and Increase tb
.l,:ith of cultivation as the Beacon ad
vancna. because late In the Beauon
during the hot, dry days of July and
August, the toll will dry rapidly, and
s d?oper eoll mulch Is required, tc
conserve tha moisture and prevent tea
surface from becoming tro hof.
My rcrnmmondatlon and practice is
to cultivate rather ehallow early tc
tfcs r)?ith ol
the aprli'g, lncres-slngthe cultivation na the Bason tdvnnces.
At tho last cultivation when the com
la laid by It should be cultivated a?
deeply aa poaelhle without destfoylnc
tha main lateral roots of the corn
Tb
lie usually about four lechoe
below the surface, midway between
corn.
the rows tn surface-planteTho corn roots gradually approact
the surface near the root 6toek, wblct

nti

d

con
requires that
should not be cultivated too clatus tc
the hill at tho lust culilvnt'on. rora
the study of corn roots mude at thi
Kansas experiment atatton It appean
that the roots of listed corn llo deepet
In the soil than the roots of surface
surface-plante-

d

planted corn.

MOT

SOLD
M

1

D C R

ANY

OTHER
NAMf.

WARRANTED FOR ALL TIME,
ttio :?i:V HOME yoa will
i.tvc nio ii.ct ut tho price you pay, and wlU
"j! have an endlciw cUalo of repaint.
If yn purchi

oh
nut

1

it is

the hMy

the lattor.Loulavt:i

of

Ourior- - Journal.
To Keep

Flower.

ars
flowers
or
Inch
aa
for
of
bark
tbolr
atrl;pd
moro from the ocd of tho stem, the
Hovers will remain fresh longer, tlx
explanation being that they abuorb
the water arnre freely.
If

woody-stoinmo-

An

Unleen Meal.

Mamma
Be $ worm
Willie, you
come right here and get chuned. I
never Baw you
You've been
eating through tho pagea of that dl
vorce testimony, haven't you? Puclt

;

the

to buy.
If yon vant

VA

T'.nT, u:rhlno, wrlto foi

NTED

G0r

1

T

I

u1 p tk eer

--

inc Magazine requires the, services of a representative in San
Jon Valley to look alter subscription renewals and to extend circul
alien by special methods which
have proved unusually successful.
Previous
Salary and
experience desirable, but not essential. Whole time or spare
titre. Address, with references,
J. F. Fairbanks, Gond House
I

n.

ktepinjr Magazine, 3S1
Ave, New York City.

cell or tole tor
The Indiana have
nearly every animal, writes Mr. John
J. Mlllats In "Newfoundland end tu
Untrodden Ways." They can brtag a
(ox right up to wltbln twenty yardl
by making a sibilant noise produced
by sucking the back of the band. Key
nard takes it to he the cry of a mouse
m difficulties, and seldom fails to advance close to the sound.
Stag caribou are toled by grunting
loudly in two different ways, a vocal
effort which requires little skill or
practice on the imitator's part. The
"herd stag will quickly answer the
caller, and advance for a short
but the "traveling" stag will
come very close if the calls are prop
erly made at suitable latervala.
Wild geese can be called when they
first arrive In tho cprlng, by waving a
white rag and Imitating their "hona
rug" call, but after the first fortnight
they take little notice of the lore. A.
small white deg la also attractive to
peese in the spring, and one Indian
1 know of has killed numbers of these
birds by using one for a decoy.
Beavera, when tbey have been
for long, ere very curious in
relation to etrange 80und3. Tbty win
come swimming out of their bouse
evtvi at th firing of a gun. The Indiana usually call them with a hissing
noise, or one produced by munching
the tips. Another favorite tole la e
round made by tapping the trousers
with the hand. The moat successful
beaver-calle- r
In Newfoundland killed
grttat numbers of beavers, In the open
season','' by making a sound that
the cutting of! chips off a
troa. It Ma said that the. unfortunate
beavers' never fall to respond to thU
noise.
The Indian has no call tor the lynx,
but one' or two of them' can attract
the otter by Imitating Its shrill 'Wfal
tie. Youth's Companion.
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Well
City properly
built business bouse 75 x 60 feet,
12 foot ceilintr, shop in rear 16 x
24, small stable and other small
buildinrjs, three lots on the rornet
on inain street, will trade or se

No. 52
Deeded.
Tbr acres,
acres, 2
milts from San Jon, 35 acres broke four and one half miles north ot
fenced and cross fenced all with San Jon, Co acres in good state of
two wires, small box bouce. fine cultivation, fenctd and cross fenclocation.
Price on application. ed with two wirts, small Louse,
barn 16 x 36, garden fenced with
'
4
trees,
No 43
310 poultry netting, some nic
Relinquishment
and
vines
bermuda
a
fcc:
grass,
miles
acres, one and three fourth
of
well
which
water
will
furnish
fr m San Jon, House 12 x 20,
'
land
b.trn 12 x 30, all fenced, 40 acres water for
fine
for
from
the
lays
irrigating
fine
mixed
in ru'tivation,
lard,
well.
Price
on
application.soil, choice location, cash price
will
trade.'
or
$:o:o
No. 55
Vacant Lots; Two
'
N v 4$ .Deeded xG) acres.
.
fine corner lots on Main and
milt's from San Jon, all fenced and Fourth street' at i 200 each on
cross fenctd with two wires, A no. easy terms.
one box house with shingle roof,
No. 56 Fusifffr Let. Ccrre
goul barn, both well, painted, a
tew "ic fruit r- es, a well of fine lot on Filth St. and Maple Ave.
w ti:r, ah :ut 50 acres in cultiva- $150,315 down, balance in small
to suit the purtion, tine soil, mixed land, at $10 monthly payments
lot
This
faces
chaser.
the depot
pet acre.
and is a money maker at the priccl
No. 47 V tcant lot A fine cor- '
No. 58 Six lets in a bunch cm
ner lot on in tin street one square
t.ide with barn 16 x 20,
south
trom the depot, in the business
fenced with wire, price two on
pirtcftown. A bargain at $250
good terms.

Deeded

No.4.3

160

-

-

BUST

"I keep a colored man around the
house who waits on the table and
does various things," said the lawyer.
"Up to a year ago he was getting $25
a month. Then he came to me one
day and said he must have more
money or he would strike. We talked It over, and settled on 2S a month.
Ho baa got along at that figure ever
since until the other day, when he
walked In on mo and Bald:
" Ml3tah Blank, I'ce sure got to go
on strfke d!s time.'
"'But I thought you wore satisfied,
Robert,' I replied.
" 'No, Bah no, sab. I hain't dun sat
lsfled
" 'Well, how much do you war.tr
9
" 'I dou't want any mo', Bab.'
I

pvi)
rsnrsonet ur cents

iCo

--

Colored Man Was Afraid White Folk
Would Think He WaarJuat Common Trash.

THIS

the Best Vail y in

acres three and one
f
ni'es outhw st of San Jon,
h,i
ill frn ed win two wins, twerty
acre in cultivation, rather tight
land just rig'u to work nice. $8
per acre.
No. 41

I

I

i

home

Look over the following, if you see nothing that suits
have many more good bargains.

--

HE HAD TO STRIKE

,

feiv Mexico

dls-tanc- e.

Cheapest
in the end

Vacant lots. Two lots
No. 64 A choice relinquishon outh side a little way out, will ment five north of San Jon. Will
make a fine residence property, at sell or trade very cheap, if taktn
soon!
$43 for the two.
N

48

THE VALLEY LaKD CCIMANY
'

OfSn Jon, New Mex.

.

Deaiers In

"'Then's what's the troubled
'De trouble am, eah, dut de strike
bunlscas am In de air all 'round me,
an' I's sot to strike or bust.'
'Are you going to leaver

Irrgcted Lends, Relir.qu.'sf.fr.eriis, Deeded

Lcr.c's

M

" 'No, enh.'
" 'But you want more monoy?
" 'No, sab.'
"'Well, what then T
"'A year ago, salt, I struck ford's
fsr ?28. Now I'ee gwine to strike backward fur de eamo $25. Sorry, Bah, bat
I must dun strike of dese white folk!
'round yere will think I'm jes common trash and Lev no respect tux
mo!'" Cincinnati Commerclci

A Canine Negotiator.
An amusing story concerning tha
TIl? raclfic Motali!y of IYrtland, Morocco
negotiations is going the
Ort'ou, is publisliinu a series ol Sle
rounds of the French press. Kerr von
did articles about tho various fKlus-trleso- f Kiderlen-Waechte- r
possesses a beautithe West. Th: i ti'inUr ful dog of the boorhound typo. The
dog and his master are inseparable
number con t;il in d an iinl le on sut-One Uvea for the cthor; in fact, they
ss with Oherles. Tho ( etlx'r nuni
remind one of Wordsworth's "Twc
bcr contained a beautifully illuMir
Thieves" for their attachment. The
article on Siceet.3 in GrwwIiiK
dog takes part In the negotiations lyApples. Other articles shortlj tn be ing at the feet of his master and for
published aru Success with Lhe the most part motionless. But ,ln the
Stoek, Success In Growing Walnuts. courso of tho conversation sometime!
Success with Fodder Crops. Tlnse tho French diplomatist unconsciously
artlcl'Sare written by experts and yalsea his volco. Then a low growl
dog leadsM. Cambon to modate not only authoritative, but very from the
ulate his voice. When von Klderlen-Waschte- r
interesting.
had to visit the kaiser on
In addition to the above, The
board his. yacht at Kiel Borne time age '
Monthly tach umnth publishes the dog, more suo, eccorortniled hln
whrilesoiuo, The two friends a the port seetne-a largo number of n,
readable ttories ami M rwp itiiifpond-cu- t likely to suffer a short separation, but
'
f th'f the kaiser saw what was going on hearticles on th'' (Ui.'SM':
and
tween
statesman
harbor
the
.
ojn
Ida-elals, and solved the difficulty, obThe price of Th- I "nciJ'...- Monthly
serving: 'Wl'ien two brothers come tc
isJl.'Oa j ear. To ntr.jl:iee ,.b lo see me ! cannot do rt'aerwise titan re-- .
i. ew readers, it. will be suit for six celve them together."
months for $.50 if this paper is mentioned.
Beyond Understanding.
Tort-land- ,
Address: Pacific Monthly,
A young man Just returned from col- - '
Oregon.
leso was out cycling one day when sud.-.- .
denly he came to a steep gradient .
While be was descending he lost control of his macbWe and was thrown.
Two men came and found him lying on
the ground. When asked how It haphe replied:
Performer.
pened
Vigorous
"Does your boy Josh play on tie . "Well. I came down that decline with
Che greatest velocity and lost my confootball team?"
Corntosscl. tra! gravity and wa proclritsted on
".To, replied Farr:er
the hard macadamized
"Jo:;h wouldn't faud fur no mollycod"Away, lad; let hlu: "lote," replied
dle Job like that He's the feller that
laftils the mob and wreck3 opry houses one of the men. "lie's a forcir."
titer Hi frame is ovfr."
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We have land in New Mexico to tracV fcr
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Correspondence Solicited, and Information Chterfully Given.

S RIDER AEN?

WANTED

and district to ride and exhibit a s&rnnle LmtA Noiicl
"Ranier" bicycle furnifthwi bt ua. Our rurenlsevery wiicre aroiu...:.:.
fast.
for fuil fjttttuhrttmi ttttttUinatuu:
Wntt
money
NO MONEY REQUIRED unltl ymi rcwlve and approve of your

IN EACH TOWN

tn

In advance,
fttitht, auu allow TEN DAYS' rRES TRIAL dui ir.j
which Umo you mny r'de th'i blcrvle end put It to uny test you wbh
aro
If vou
tlun not porfucUy satisfied or do cot wish to keep iZ s
lilcyelo Milp It brk tn us at our wxyeuso and
ull not t. at n nt.
turuieU UjoblcUu6t fnade hlorclcs :
FACTORY FRIGES
niwb postl tu mako
inwiwni cost
at one small prolit abc
actual fnctnry
Vouvo810 to $24 middlemen' proiits by bu: .
nave
huhitwi it.,-Inf vllract of ua and
tha imnuf.r.i.t)rr'.i
blcvila. DO NOT BUY & !iv-l'trtit until rou receive our catalotruna and learn our unheard of tatu-- i
tftn u rider annta.
rini ni nmttkMt
Oil WILL BE aSTOal SHED b,a 'ou rMlrtmrWatimi c..-ou tbli rear. Wa Mil Ida hl.liivt ararfa blcvriaa rnr
hum low pricot w can mak
lr mrnpT thjuiaii cihar
UA.mMtliri)withai Mnr.iit.hAtf.fu.tr.T...rtii
BieVCLK DJtAkiMS.TCiii ooa aetl our tlcjdae oadM jourowu naoapiatuatdoubia out
SBCONO HAND efCYCLCa. Wa ta tint ranlarlw hanitlaaaranil fc.n klrrotaa hut nn11
.... m. ..p.vn..r . . .....
a nnmheroa handUkulstrui,li,Mip rhtM..iM,.ii.iAMu
tk.u
flrtfromM toiJoreiX IwrlptiTatalnllManiallwIfraa.
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wliMla,
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7T0 0 llftdPfithorn

Ta-cifi- c

cl-a-

Otherwlce About the Samft.
The difference, botwocu tho rear
who rocks tho boat and the man whe
draija the gua through the fence It
that It Is not necessary to drag Tot

Quality
Considered

1. --la

YOU ARE IU I ERESTED

Call.

QUALITY

Ttit
a tli

1

iF

Indiana Are Vary Skilful In Attract
Their
(rig Oame y lmlta(in

f.

M

for wild animals
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i
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Puneturfi-Praf- lf
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SAMPLE PAIR
TOUmtOBUGEJHtlY

Tht nrulvnuu mtftihtu nrti 1
tlQ.Ottrr Mir. hut M iatrjtfatf im
'
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'iutiii'npitlllrftrlt.tl)ttltttMhrdrrt4.SS.i

ViiET!OuBLEFROMPUNCTURtS

vr

not lat thaalreuU
;..iiL3, Teka,rC
A ii.iiiilrcd Iflouaud ualra acid laht Tear.
Made In all sues. It
.3 jrVfintDTinit
laaawrlll
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UJ ft
i

iiYb'm'.vi
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i Mine, very durable and lined Inside with
u ii'edul quality of rubbr. which uevor be
noun nnrntia and which closes ua smal
imucturva witnoui auowinjr tne air to escape.
Netlee the thlek rubbertraad
Wo havehundrfsltof letter from satUOed custoDUrs
'A"and puncturoetrlps'Ty
Katlnifthttthetr tires have only been pumped up once
"D"also rim atrip "H"
and
or twice in a whole season. They weUra no more thua
to prevent rim cutting,
"fhlo
an 01 ;'.lnury tire, the punfttiroresutlnv qualities being;
will outlast any ethe
tire
pivot! by heveral layers ot thin, specially prepared
mala-SO- rT,
ELASTIC
and
on
fabric
the tread. The remilar price of these tires
EAJY RIDING.
I 110.00 per Pair, nut for advertising; purposes we are
making- a special factory price to the rider of only M.fWpor par. All orders thtpiwl sanao
day k'ttcr Is received. We ship C O. D. on approval. Vou do not pay t, cent uutil you
uave pxaminea anq ronna mem Jicuy -H itdiwhuh.
Wa wl'lailoiraaaahdiaaaiHitaf
Snart .ntttharat taaklna thanrtie.BS vrnatrMf von u.n,1 ULL ft ARM
WITH ORDER and niciow, ttala
m tun no rtrk In .eiijinif ua ao onlor an
tire l v ha
ivriro-.iKturoxi atauR axpeai) It toraar raaana thrt are n" aatunrtorT on toamluat on. Wa ara ttj;
r, ,h'n
If
jroa r iwaiiair ot tha tim, you will II nl tt.t thry'vn! ridj
juam.D"raiuttoaalaMMfaaalnabaiik.
.
run tanu-r- wtar nattar.laat loniarand look flar tl)an aoT tiro yoa bavoavaruavd orkaen uluir prior,
u a kno I bat you will ba ao wall plaaaad that wbaa tou want a hlcycla yva will lva ua your oiur. Wa woaj
r r kmo at u prtiw until yon rrr.4 for a palrof rtciJttthora
THtF9inn't
m faaw9
tlrwooaMirnTai ani trlalal
Introductory
r
bit Ttraaad HuadryCaUlviiuwalilcb uwrlbuanutbaai:ll
autf
Erltvauntnlahonco-wrltafotouquoiai all
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Astonishing Ran;3 of Root Sys
tem of Dry Farmed Product.

..il.

l

Proper System of Summer Fallowing
of notation of Crops, Together With
Thorough Plowing Conserves
Much Moisture.

HE greater battalion of the army
II J I 11 of too blrdi Ii In tie southland for
it.- l. t
wen tw
we
i u wvuirn
ills iuivi . mk.
In
the march to escape the
pioneers
cold. The naturalists of the world
would five much to know what it was
In the torrid time which told these
daintiest of the feathered creatures
that they must be moving on.
There Is a puzzle for the scientists even more complex than that offered by the spectacle of migration.
It Is to get the solution of the problem of why some
birds with the recurring autumns Invariably seek
warmer climes while others apparently much more
poorly fitted by nature to withstand cold weather
conditions, stay about the familiar nesting scenes
when the snow lies deep and the cold is like that of
"St. Agnes Ere."
The titmouse, the Concord chickadee of Emerson,
is a little feathered gem which looks as though a
breath of cold would set it all
Yet this
little fellow sticks by his Northern friends all
through the winter, when bigger, more heavily feathered, and apparently more hardy species have sought
out the orange and the magnolia groves of the gulf.
There are scores of other birds which remain with
us to pipe a cheerful note over the snow wastes
while their southern-flyinfriends are silent amid
their congenial surroundings.
One of the most interesting bird studies Is that
which leads to a personal knowledge of how the
feathered species care for themselves during a time
when exposed man, even though heavily clothed, at
times freezes to dath. It is a question if many people know how the despised English sparrow, whom
we a,l ways have with us, manages to pull through a
Northern winter without offering himself up as a
sacrifice to Jack Frost. It Is a matter of current but
mistaken belief among those who have noticed the
great bulky nests which the sparrows have built In
almost every tree that these bunches of straw, dried
grass, and feathers form the abiding places of the
sparrows during the coldwinter nights. As a matter of fact, a sparrow sel
dom goes near a tree nest
In winter. If he has found
a lodging for his summer
home in a cornice of a
building he may go there
to sleep away the long,
cojd nights, but the tree
nest Is deserted from the
moment the last brood is
hatched. If one wishes to know
where thousands of the
sparrows sleep in winter
let him on some cold night
take a stout club and rap
with all his might upon an
electric light pole that Is
fitted with an overhanging
hood.
There is a little
platform In some of these hoous directly over the
the woodpecker Is felt to
glass globe. Upon this as many sparrows as can
keep him as a companion
conveniently crowd together rost throughout the
throughout the winter a
cold weather nights. A club rapping experiment
piece of suet bound firmly
on an electric light pole at a Chicago avenue corto the limb of a tree and
ner near the North Side water works lot during
occasionally renewed will
a howling blizzard one winter night resulted lu
Insure his presence as a
the dislodgment of twelve frightened sparrows.
guest as long as the snow
flies, and with him. temptThey fluttered about in the storm and bung like
so many fascinated moths. When the pounding
ed by the suet, will be a
ceased they made their way back to their resting
goodly company of Jays,
place and doubtless remained undisturbed until
chickadees, and
golden
crowned kinglets.
morning. Their flat was certainly modern In its
The kinglet, smaller than any of our birds, save
appointments, for it was heated and lighted by
the ruby throated humming bird alone, manages
electricity.
Take a trip through a thistle field in July and
to live through all the cold Northern winter and
there will be seen scores of goldfinches feeding
be all the while as cheerful as a robin In April.
on the seeds of the prickly plants. These little
The kinglet, as far as the experience of one percreatures have the appearance of the birds of the
son Is concerned at least, prefers to get his summer food in the thick bushes, and seemingly has
tropica. It would seem that barely a breath of
the north wind would send them scurrying southa preference for those which are near clambering
ward. In truth, however, these birds, frail though
vines. The kinglets cast about for likely places
In which to pass the winter. As far as can be
they appear, stay with us all winter, yet not one
ascertained they simply get into the heart of some
person In fifty outside of the ranks of the bird
students knows the fact.
thickly twlggtd bush through which mn vine
In late August the goldfinch drops his gold and
branches and there all night long they defy both
black livery and puts on a sober sparrowllke
cold and snow.
The great northern shrike, which is due In the
garb. This ts the reason why people think that
the little thistle seed lover has left them and
northern states from its summer home In the
that another bird has taken its place. In the
British possessions about October 1, spends bis
Chicago Academy of Sciences there Is pathetic
nights close to the bole of an evergreen tree.
evidence of how the goldfinch keeps warm during
There Is a little clump of evergreens well within
the winter nights. The curator has there an
the limits of the city of Chicago where a half
oriole's nest from the outside of which hangs the
dozen of these birds roost nightly from October
to March. Inasmuch as they live on a diet of
body of a goldfinch caught by the neck and literally hanged by one of the cords with which the
English sparrows and spend all the daylight hours
in the laudable vocation of killing the Imported
oriole has fashioned its home. The goldfinch
has sought refuge In the nest from the weather
feathered pest, the exact location of their roosting
and on leaving it In the morning has thrust his
place will not be given for fear some champion
of the sparrow might disturb the rest of these
head through the fatal noose. These birds utilize
feathered friends, whom many are unkind enough
the deserted homes of all their brethren who
to call butcher birds.
build deep nests. The goldfinches return night
As a matter of fact one need feel little anxiety
after night to a nest which an oriole bad swung
from the tips of an elm In Western Springs, 111.
for the welfare of the birds that stay with us in
winter. The nursery ditty of "What will the robin
The chickadee of which something has been
do then, poor thing?" Is
but the
said, builds Its nest somewhat after the manner
of the woodpecker, but if observation goes for
robin, the bluebird, the Jay, and the chickadee
will all care for themselves and will feel no envy
much, the bird does not use this absolutely safe
of man in his steam-heateflat.
and warm retreat for Its winter nlgbt lodging.
During the bitter weather of winter while peoThey have been startled time after time just after
sunset on cold nights from the vacated nests of
ple with hearts In the light places are scattering
crumbs and seeds at their doorsteps for the little
many species of birds, the chickadee simply buryfeathered land visitors, the great city of Chicago
ing Itself In the warm linings in which the sumas a whole Is doing Its best to feed the storm-blow- n
mer before the young of its friends had been
birds of Lake Michigan. Not all the sewcradled.
the swallows one and all
age of the city, notwithstanding the completion
By
of the drainage canal, is sent towards the Missishad disappeared. It may be that if the appearance of one swallow does not make a summer,
sippi. Some little of It still finds It way Into the
lakes with Its burden of garbage, and there the
the absence of the entire tribe may not make an
gull scavengers, by eating much of the output that
autumn, but It la certain that the birds must feel
from their point of appetite Is edible, do their best
. something that bide them begone, for they go In
to aid In purifying the water supply.
a body and they go in the twinkling of an eye.
In the dead of winter when the cold Is so InThe swallows live upon Insects, and there is no
tense that It seems that no exposed creature can
reason as far aa food Is concerned, why they
should not stay at least two weeks longer, for
live, the waste of water between Chicago and
St Joe, Mich., is peopled with strange feathered
their homes are in sheltered nooks. The bumvisitors, who shun the same water stretches when
ming birds, despite its delicacy, stays longer than
the wind blows soft out of the south. A storm
the swallow and complains not
which once rose and preceded a "spell" of zero
If one can catch sight of a saucy little woodweather brought with It from the north scores
pecker going into a hole In a tree on his lawn at
of strange, beautiful arctic visitors known as
this season of the year be may hope to have an
long-taileducks. They may be seen all through
Interesting neighbor during the entire winter. All
the winter well out Into the open water of Lake
the downy woodpeckers remain In the north the
Michigan.
Tbey fairly revel In cold weather
fears through. Some of the red heads stay too,
and In cold water. It Is highly probable that
but most of them go a few score of miles to the
south. All of these birds that remain pass their
they would never come to the great lakes at all
were It not for the fact that everything northBights In holes In trees, and at the time of the
ward ts frczen solid The male "long-tall- "
Is a
Brst fall month they are busy locating proper
old weather habitations. If enough interest In
beauty, with r'r. strongly contrasted black and
11

(By ED. H. WATSON,

All

Farming

Wyoming.)

Ktprlinnta

The accompanying Illustration rep-resent a single stool of Turkey Red
w inter wneat secured near Burns,
Wyo., under the direction of the Wy
omlng dry farm board. A trench eight
feet long, four feet wide and eight feet
feet
deep was dug one and
from the plant.
By means of a fine
spray of water from a force pump the
soil was washed away from the wheat
roots, which as far as possible were
preserved. There were mors than 50
of them in num- ber, and they all
penetrated
oil
to gravel
which lay six feet
beneath the sur

HI

one-ha- lf

the

face.

Each single root
was provided with
aa enormous system of rootlets
ranging from one
to six Inches In
length, with a gen
eral average of
three
Inches, and spaced
along the main
root about one-fourth of an Inch

g

m&

d

d

Director of Dry
for State of

about

apart It would be

a conservative es- to say that
the total length of
all the laterals of
any one root was
at least ten times
the length of the
root Itself. It thus
becomes a slmpA
process of calcula
tion to ascertain
that the combined
Single 8tool of length of the root
system of such a
Turkey Red
Wheat.
plant approaches
a mile a fact not so remarkable, when
It is considered that a single stool of
wheat may produce more than 50
heads, which necessarily require a
great many feeders to keep up the
food supply.

w

The plant was taken from land
which during .the past three years has
grown potatoes and other cultivated
crops. The object lesson It teaches
Is very plain.
A proper system of
summer fallowing or of rotation of
props together with thorough plowing
and careful maintenance of the sur
face mulch, will permit the moisture
that falls during normal years to be
stored to a considerable depth In the
soli. If the moisture is thus present,
the wheat roots have the power to
forage "Into the deep" In search of it
This fact enables the dry farmer to
mature his crop of grain with little or
no rainfall during the growing season,

v

white plumage and the two great sweeping tail
feathers that give htm his name. With his wife
he does not lack other names, and they are
known in various places as "old Injun," "old
wife," "old molly," "old granny," "old squaw,
and "old south southerly." Because of the oily
nature of their flesh these ducks are unfit for
food, and yet the gunners on the Chicago break
waters and on the government pier used to kill
dozens of them in the pure wantonness of sport.
When the sloping stone abutment that pro
tects the outer Lincoln Park driveway, Chicago,
from the waves Is piled high with Ice during the
winter the venturesome person who will scale
the side of the pile may see In the dark water
only a few yards beyond one of the most beautiful ducks known to the bird kingdom.
The
golden eye, or whistle wing, frequents the cold
waters of Lake Michigan all through the winter,
and comes close to the shore. It is seldom that
more than four or five are seen together, and
oftener a single pair will be found. If the protection which the male apparently tries to extend to the female during all times of the year
be a basis for Judgment, these birds remain
mated for life.
The golden eye almost Invariably places himself between bis gentler companion and danger,
and when tbey are swimming or flying to new
foraging places he Invariably leads the way.
The movement of their wings is so rapid that
It produces a musical whistling audible at a
great distance. Because of the rapidity of their
flight the Indians call them spirit ducks, believing that some supernatural aid Is given them to
add to the swiftness of their Journeyings.
The best of the bird scavengers acting as the
allies of the Chicago health department in winter are the herrfhg, the
gulls. The
herring gull Is a big grayish creature, almost
pure white If he ts three years old, with black
tips to his wings. The young of the first year
are mottled gray, entirely different In appearance
from their parents. The result of this difference
Is that people looking at a winter flock of the
gulls think that It contains several species. The
lagoons In Jackson and Lincoln Parks are often
fairly covered with these birds, provided a heavy
storm Is coming In from the eaatward.
A
bird is the kittewake gull.
It does not look as if It could stand the rigors
of lake winter weather for a day, and yet neither
storm nor cold succeeds in chilling Us optimism
or In abating tts Industry. The klttewakes have
been In the lake Off Chicago In winter, and here
they doubtless occasionally have remained until

SAVING

MOISTURE

Harrow Should
Soon as Frost

Be
I

delicate-lookin-

started Just a
Out of Groun- d-

Light Mulch Found Good.

e

in mining.

The farmers who have begun this
task of "whipping the desert" ore
alive to all the scientific aid that
have been developed in recent years.
They have studied the various
theories from Campbell's
down, but are generally following the
"Kelly system." Kelly Is a plain,
farmer who has lived for
year on the high plains of eastern
Colorado, and who ha followed hi
own unique method of crop raising
with aucb good results that he i bow
wealthy. Kelly plows deep the first
year, but afterward pays little
tlon to the cultivation of the boIL In
stead of fighting the weeds and Russian thistles, he uses them as an aid.
He plants his wheat among them, be
cause the weeds act as a protection
to the seeds, when the hot dry
winds of early spring and. late fall are
dry-farmi-

hard-hande-

Harrowing will often save wheat
that is in danger of destruction by
Many
high wind in the spring.
fields that get a good growth In the
fall and come through the winter In
excellent condition are lost by dry
ing up In the spring winds for want
of proper treatment Start the har
row as scon as the ground is dried
after the frost ha gone out of the
surface soil, says a writer in an ex
change.
Harrowing forma an earth
mulch that holds the moisture, fills
the cracks and keeps the dry air
from getting at the roots and Usually
It makes the young plant stool more.
It is a good plan, under average con
ditions, to keep the harrow running
four to alx inofaea
until the wheat
1

high.
However,

sub-surfac- e

1

1

g

sub-surfac-

d

atten-tlma-

e

tr

blowing.

The question of acclimatized seed
is also one to consider in reclaiming
the desert, . either by wholesale or
retail means. About twenty year
ago Robert Gauss of Denver began a
series of experiments, In the belief
wheat could
that a drought-resistin- g
be developed.
He conducted an ex
perimental farm on the high plains
east of Denver, each year planting
selected seed from the crop of the
In this way he
preceding year.
In the
worked noticeable changes
form of wheat, and his theory promised such excellent returns that now
It la being carried on by the department of agriculture, as well as by
various state agricultural colleges in
the west and the Carnegie Desert
laboratory at Tucson, Ariz.
to the pe
, With grains adapted
culiar soil and climatic conditions of
the semi-ariregion, and with giant
traction machinery plowing and cul
tivating the grazing grounds of the
buffalo, the conquest of the prairie
would seem to be in sight, and the
hardest of American agricultural
problems would appear to be solved
d

LIVE 8TOCK NOTES.

Teach the colt to draw load by de

gree.

Gentleness pays best with the colt

or horse.

d

black-backe- d

high-grad- e

low-grad-

SPRING

IN

harrowing sometimes Is
the worst thing that can be done for
a field. I saw a settler using his
harrow when it was pulling at least
half the plants clear out of the
ground. He could not have been giv
ing the field worse treatment It was
loose and mellow as an ash heap.
What it needed was
packthe packing. Under such condition
er will often put a field in condition
for high yield.
It it a good plan, In section where
wheat
likely to be blown out or
damaged by spring winds, to mulch
the field lightly with either straw or
manure, when the ground
frozen,
In addition
along tbout midwinter.
to making a moisture holding mulcn
the straw and manure becomes some
what imbedded In the soli, helping to
lessen the effect of the winds. Where
straw or manure haa been scattered
over the wheat field In winter It will
be advantageous to use the
packer early In the aprlng. The
packer will anchor the coarse material bo that It will not blow and thus
March.
will hold the wheat and the soli.
A bird lover considers It an ornithological Later In the spring the packed field
epoch when he sees a great
gull. may be harrowed to advantage.
The persistent and careful observer who cares
nothing for weather condition may find this rare
separate the Flocks.
creature, perhaps the largest of our gulls, If he
will but keep a constant watch along the lake
Imnure air. as well aa damnness.
front. The bird has been seen here on several are a danger to any flock. Separate
occasions In winter. Its name gives a good de tne nocKs in ouncnes or z& or 5b, and
scrlptlon of It. It is sometimes known grew feed them separately, and they will
make mucn oetier gains.
somely as the "coffin carrier'
ring-bille-

In the new fsrmlog, deep plowing Is
practiced. The heavy traction plow!
bits deeper than the ordinary plow
share. Deep plowing Is a necessity
for water conservation.
Every drop
of water must be held In the soil If a
crop Is to be grown. This Is best
dons by plowing deep and then breaking all lumps with the cultivator.
Where lumps are left In the top soil,
the wind quickly dries them and
draws the moisture out of ths soli.
Rut whan the aoil is nlowsd deeo and
the surface tlshtlr pacW all mols- tura that fall la retained for aa in
credible length of time, and feeds the
roots of ths wheat during the sum
mer months when no rain falls.
The giant seeder plant only half
a bushel of wheat to the acre, which
ts sufficient for the needs of the "low
grade farmer." Under such conditions
a yield of ten bushel of wheat to the
acre mean a good profit to the Indl- vldusJ who farm by wholesale. Sock
yield would snell poverty for the
small farmer with a hundred or two
acres but there Is where the differ
ence between
farming and
farming comes In, Just as

A draft horse should have a large
chest and square shoulders.
There is no better place to fit a colt
for market than on the farm.
A horse that Is trained without
blinds is usually the safer horse.
Old ewes and poor breeders should
be fattened now, and sent to the
butcher.
Great care should be used in water
ing tbe horses. A little and often la
the best way.
Pork production appeals strongly to
a man of limited means who desires
quick returns.
Sheep return to the soil 80 per cent
of fertility of food eaten. Sheep manure Is valuable.
Whole grain makes best feed for
sheep. Cleanliness, pure water and
salt are a necessity.
If when tbe hog are growing fast
their hind legs become weak, feed a
little bone meal daily.
Examine udder and teat carefully;
see thai both teats are open or you
may have caked udder.
Sheep have warm wool coats; don't
be afraid to turn them out In good
weather, even if it la cold.
The sheep Industry cannot reach
perfection until every mongrel dog in
the land Is exterminated.
The successful feeding of lambs de
pends largely on their being offered
great variety of food while In the

yards.

The pJgs and the light porkers
should go to the market early.
Oats for the brood sows will pro
duce better muscle for the pigs.
Shredded Fodder on Berries.
If tbe strawberry bed has not yet
been covered, and shredded corn fodder can be haa, there is no better
material which can be used. Aa advantage which It possesses over straw
or most other litter Is that It Is free
from weed seed. The plants are usually injured, If at all. In the lata
winter, so the covering should not bo
put on soon.

Proper 8hoeng.

In shoeing tbe foot should only bare
so much hoof removed from It at each
shoeing as Is necessary for the proper
fitting of the shoe.
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Why a Man Llkea a Dog.
"Why doea a man like a dog?" responded the suffragette lady, fiercely,
and repeated: "Why does a man like
a dog?
"Well, there are numerous reasons,
though a dog Is not a reasonable being. A dog will lick the hand that
beats it; a dog will eat a crust and a
bone and Mess the giver; a dog thinks
whatever a man dees is right and
proper; a dog has no rights that a
man is bound to respect; a dog asks
no embarrassing questions; a dog is
alwaya grateful, no matter for what;
a dog doea not ask the man to stay at
home nights; a dog is satisfied to love
the man whether the man loves the
dog or not; a dog submits to any and
all Impositions without protest; a dog
does not consider itself a man's eqnal;
a dog lets a man have bis own way;
a dog doesn't want to vote; a dog is
just as glad to see a man when he
gets In at 3 o'clock In the morning,
almost helpless, as though he hadn't
gone out at all; a dog has no mother
in sight, and a dog can't talk back
can't talk back, mind you, nor won't
talk back. That is why a man likes
a dog."
PERTINENT PERSONALITIES.
Mayor Shank of Indianapolis, who,
in an unguarded moment, aaid that he
would let a woman suffragist serve In
his place at such time as he might select, Is being pressed to make good
bis word.
Mrs. Pauline Mason of St Louis,
who seven years ago befriended a
man who was cold and sick, has received word that he has left her flO,-00- 0
In his will, which gave his wife
and child only small sums.
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BEST TRICK K0T
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(By M. E. LATNE.

Houston, Texas.)
The three principal causes of failure In farming by Irrigation ara
Improper
application of water, and these apply
to all classes of Irrigation.
Many people maka grave mistakes
In assuming that
by the use of larga
quantities of water In Irrigation it Is
not necessary to cultivate aa carefully as when the water Is applied
through rainfall.
This is a mistake
and one that the beginner is liable
to make.
First, one must uae good Judgment
In applying the water so as not to
scald the plants and cause the ground
to bake or become hard and packed,
thus damaging the crop instead of
benefiting same by irrigation, losing
your time, coat of producing the water
and damaging the land, losing Interest on the investment and deterioration of your plant
Water should be applied in deep,
narrow furrows between the rows of
truck or trees (preferable by
over-plantin-

under-cultlvatlo-

),

permitting the water to
as much as possible. Never
allow the water to flood the surface of
the ground, excepting on rice and possibly alfalfa or small grain crops, If
it can be avoided. As soon as the
water haa been taken up by the soil
and the ground Is In good tillage condition, you should cultivate, filling the
furrows, keeping at all times a good
loose mulch, such as advocated In the
Campbell system of dry farming. This
will prevent evaporation, leaving the
soil In a good, productive condition.
It is best, when possible to do so, to
apply the water In the evening or
early In the morning, especially on
sub-irriga-
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and damp ground.
The first step necessary Is to determine on wbara to put the ditch and
how wlda and how deep It shall be.
Then holaa ara punched with a crow
bar at two foot Intervals along the
course of the center of the proposed
ditch. In to each hole an eight-incdynamite cartridge is dropped and
tamped In with the mud.
After punching 75 or 100 of these
holes and loading them, a time fuse
and blasting cap is applied to the
center one. When It explodes all the
rest follow suit A long sheet of mud
flies Into the air, and there is left a
fairly well made ditch. The excavated dirt is scattered over the adjacent
land, much to its enrichment, and
there is little need for the shovel except to even up the sides. The first
time the water goes through It trues
up these banks.
The depth of the ditch is regulated
entirely by the depth to which the
cartridges are sunk. When an extra
wide ditch Is required all that Is necessary is to put in a double row of
cartridges. This center firing method
haa been found to be possible only
where the soil Is damp and compact
In sandy or other dry and loose soils
the charge cannot be depended upon
to set off each of the others, but a
separata cap and fuse must be placed
on each to make sure.
Swamp lands, It haa been found,
are difficult to ditch In this way, because almost Invariably they are underlaid with hardpan, through which
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The rare of Iftary J. (JoMsteta. 14
Dart on Mr!. Bneton, Mass., k another
Hood's Hareaserille. This great
victory

fr

"
meawiae nas wwhwi
Henry M. Neely, tha aviator poet vl where
ethers have stterly failed. Mr.
recent
a
said
at
from
rheumabanquet
Philadelphia,
GoMatein says; "I safftrtd
tism Ave years, it kept me from buisnasa
at the Jlellevue-HtratforBain. Mv knees
"Yes, It Is true that It takes a lot aad caused escrurieting
would btMime aa it iff ss steel. I tried
an
Ton
airman.
become
of money to
many medicines without relief, then took
ran t get an aeroplane and you ran't Hood's rlersaparilla, soon felt mor-- better,
and now consider myself estlrely cured.
learn lo fly without plenty of cash."
I recommend Hood's."
Mr. Nefly smiled.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
"I was watching a brother airman
tablets called fareataba.
chocolated
making a volplane the other day,
a
I
heard
when
young lady say:
"He ran do a lot of tricks, can't

Western farmers ara now employlag
dyaamlte to dig dralaaga ditches. The
method la simple and effective la wet

Many Make Mfataka In Assuming That
by Use gf Largs Quantities af
Water Cartful Culture Is Nat
Necessary.
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Waster

truck.
Mrs. Matthew T. Scott, president of
Tou will remember when nature apof
National
the Daughters
the
Society
the water the clouds usually
plies
of the American Revolution, is the
owner of a tract of 10,000 acres in shade the earth, cooling same after
Illinois on which she is conducting a the rain, and the clouds usually continue to shade the earth until the soil
"back to the farm" enterprise.
haa properly absorbed the moisture;
Lord Kitchener, who has never been otherwise scalded crops are the renoted for his suavity, Is said to have sult.
developed great tact In dealing with
with careAlways follow
the Egyptians and to have earned ful cultivation, as watering
soon as the soil is
their good will by his directness of In favorable condition,
bearing in
purpose and great common sense.
mind that weeds consume water and
Mrs. Mary Hamilton Frye of Cam- sap the strength of the soil and that
bridge, Mass., has been commissioned the sun will absorb the water unless
to make a series of illustrations to the loose mulch is retained. In other
"The Wonderful Adventures of Nils," words, use as little water as posby Selma Lagerlof. The illustrations sible and much cultivation and then
are to be given as a memorial to a good results will follow. In this way
public library.
you will reduce the cost of irrigation,
owing to the less amount of water
rewho
Rev. Dr. Anna H. Shaw,
used, and your land will remain In excently made up a list of the world's cellent condition. '
"truly greatest" women, is accused of
The usual method of applying wageneral cattlness by the Woman's ter: Flood the
ground with too much
because
York
Suffrage party of New
someshe omitted the name of Mrs. Carrie water, little cultivation and
times none. The result Is baked and
Chapman Cat from her list.
packed soil, plenty of weeds, yellow
R. S. Woglum, of the Bureau of En- and dwarfed plants, and irrigation
tomology, has returned to Washington
pronounced a failure when It la the
after traveling for eighteen months Irrigator and his methods, or a lack
around the world looking for a bug. of method, that is the failure.
The government wanted an enemy of
In order that it may be clear, you
the white fly which infests orange will see
that a reasonable amount of
groves, and Mr. Woglum found It In
water, properly applied, keeping a
India.
good moist subsoil, gives the desired
Rudyard Kipling Is vice president of results, while much water Improperly
a committee which will raise funds applied at an increased cost means no
e
for a memorial to Nathaniel
crop but plenty of weeds and land
at his old home in Salem, Mas- left in poor condition.
sachusetts. Plans have been made
By pumping water from wells or
.for a $50,000 heroic statue of the au- streams, where the lift Is from 50 to
thor, seated in his "grandfather's 100 feet, and the careful use of same,
chair," looking out to sea.
a handsome profit can be realized, decon"Ellis Parker Butler, the Lord pending, of course, upon the local
Knows Where," was the only address ditions, kind and number of crops proon a letter delivered to the humorist duced per annum and prices received
at bis home on State street, Flushing, for same.
We can assure you that, in our opinL. I. The letter bad a Washington
backed by years of actual field
ion,
postmark and was from a friend who
had bet that a letter so addressed work, the American people are Just
entering the greatest development in
would reach Mr. Butler.
the irrigation line the world has ever
Samuel Grossman
"jumped" tie known, and much of the water used
Navy five years ago, went West, tht.n for same la being obtained from the
to Syracuse, and became engaged to underflows, subterranean rivers, sheet
be married. He told his fiancee and or ground water, all of which are supshe advised him to ease his mind by plied by the rain or snow from the
In many Instances the
giving himself up, promising to wait mountains.
for him. He was given a year in jail rain falls upon porous formations, such
at Portsmouth, N. H., by a raval aa sand or gravel, porous rock or
court.
boulders, 'disappearing beneath the
earth's
surface in said formations,
HOMESEEKERS
EXCURSION passing through
the earth, and in
RATES TO TEXAS AND NEW
some Instances the water appears
MEXICO POINTS DURmiles away at the earth's surface in
ING 1911.
On the first and third Tuesdays of the form of a spring or an artesian
each month during the entire year well that flowa of its own accord and
The Colorado and Southern Rail- pressure.
way will sell round trip homeseekers
excursion tickets to a great many
Providing Grain for Colts.
points in New Mexico and Texas at
should
Farmers
not forget that
rates.
reduced
Final
limit
greatly
liberal stop-ove- r
25 days allowing
draft colts need some grain this fall.
When the pastures are short, a little
rates, etc., call on your nearest Colo- grain will effect wonders In a colt's
or
address T.
rado and Southern agent
E. Fisher, General Passenger Agent, development. be left to
eat with the
They may
Denver, Colo.
mares, but It Is better to provide a
H: Cherry Br; Pwh place of their own, when they get the
TKKK8 and SEEDS Apple
To; Ptnm 15c. Free Catalog. M. J. Ciillen, Denver, Colo.
amount intended for them. There Is
I hhV Dealer In all kinds of HER.
DAII
no feed better than oats for young
BUH I, LUUA CHANIHHK. Mammoth cat,
stock, but It is also a good idea to
lew mailed free. Cor. ltth A Blake. Denvtr.
give a little corn. A little feed at
HOWARD E. BURTON, ASSAYER & CHEMIST
this time will do much to make big
LKAUV1LLE, COLORADO.
out of them.
drafters
II:
Uold,
lead,
gold,
allver,
8peclmen prices:
xlno or copper, fl.
allver, 75c; icold, 60c; full
price Hat aent on
Mailing- enVelopra and
and umpire work eo
application. Control
Repairing Tin Gutters.
llcfted.
Reference: Carbonate National Rank
An easy way to repair a' leaky
bucket or tin gutter so it will last a
yc&r or nor6t Is as follows, Bays Popular Mechanics: Paint the metal InI N(W AND VALUABLE INfORIWICN
side and out; then paint one side of
ton
WttTEIIN
TRPERS
and apply to the In
I went toon roe. tun
curnt md
VII a atrip of cloth,
vvh rmcr n it on HlDCi iw rwRf .
of the metal.
surface
side
painted
A.E. STEPHENS A CO.
1741 SINS IT.
DTNVta
CL ARAM,
Paint over the cloth and metal, and
HllaBMll you will have a first-clas- s
repair.
Haw-,thorn-
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Constipation

her

" 'Yes, you bet he can,'

her

compan-

ion agreed.

"What

Is bis best trick?" she

con-

Vanbnca Forever

Prompt Relief Permanent Cure
CARTER'S LITTLE

tinued.

"'His best trick far and away,' was LlVtKriLU never

She I am sorry I aver married you!
He Oh, don't worry about me. I'm
pretty tough and can stand It! '

ALMOST

FRANTIC

ITCHING

WITH

the reply, 'is buying a biplane on credit. He's done it twice now, and I
shouldn't be surprised to see him pull
it off a third time before he breaks his
neck.' "

--

a

.CARTER$

SZerdSX.
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tress-cu- re

A HUSTLING BEf RESENT AT1VE
In eTert Uwn lo the V. H. to sell our Hume Purchasing, Building, lneeetment and Lao Cuotraeu.
Jioeiperieiireortneestment reqnlred. iVlilatatgn
exclusive territory. S40 eaonthlr eaell? made. Uat
w
an aeener conmirc now.
inmam

ECZEMA

'V

fail. Piirelv veireta

WE WANT

"Eight years ago I got ecsema all
over my hands. My fingers fairly bled ttobentura Company Vanvor, Colorado.
and It Itched until It almost drove ma
Physical Proof.
frantic. The eruption began with
"Mr. Jims, I saw your double on the
skin.
fast
It
under
the
spread
Itching
from between the lingers around tha street today."
"Impossible, madam. I'm a single
nails and all over the whole hands. I
man."
got a pair of rubber gloves In order to
waah dishes. Then It spread all over

in

j: ..:
the complexion, brighten the eyes.
improve
-.
a.m MALA.. nni
SMALL

SMALL FILL.
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Genuine must bear Signature
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Sore Throat is no trifling ailment. It
tha left side of my chest A fine doe-to- r
IOc,eadSl-"e- l
treated tha trouble two weeks, but will sometimes carry infection to the entire nyetern through the food you eat.
did ma no good. I cried night and Hamlin
Wizard Oil cures Sore Throat.
day. Then I decided to try Cutlcura
Soap and Ointment but without much
In Chicago.
hope aa I had gona so long. Thera
"Did ber husband die or resign?"
THI MAMC
MIOICINI
or THIIS BJBST
was a marked change the second day,
"I believe he merely failed of refor COUOHS B COLDS
and so on until I waa entirely cured. election."
Tha Cutlcura Soap wa have always
the water has never been able to es- kept In our home, and wa decided
CTR15 A COLD IM ONE DAT- cape. This hardpan Is usually several after that leason that It is a cheap Tike TO
IXATIVB BROMO
Quinine Tablet.
It falle to rare. ki. W.
feet In thickness, and the plan fol- aoap In price and tha very best in Imioi Me refund money Ifeach
box. xfic.
ttBOVK'SalnatarelioB
a lata vk
(
aa,
lowed is to bore a hole with an exten- quality. My husband will use no othsr
1
sion auger down almost to the bot- soap In his shaving mug." (Signed)
Qood gardeners 1
effecan
Reproaches are certainly
I
are those who I
tom of the hardpan.
Several cart- Mrs. O. A. Selby, Redonda Beach, tive cure to Indifference;
but they
I
ralenroodflowa I
ridges are usually necessary to secure Cat, Jan. 15, 1911. Although Cutlcura change it to anger rather than love.
I
era and vegetables. Good
force enough to break open the hard-pa- n
I
flowers and vegetables co mo
Soap and Ointment ara sold by drugI
from good seeds. We pro- I
and allow the water to seep
I
gists and dealers everywhere, a sam- af re. Wtnalow'a Boothlni; Symp for Children I f doea good seeds the tofe- rthrough, thus draining it off and leavI I enca is obvtous. Foraala
irnma, redncea Inflammaof each, with
book, will teethlne". aoftena the
cures wind colic, Ke a bottle.
I
ing heavy top soils of great richness. ple
I everywhere.
ba mailed free on application to tion, eUaja pain,
I IMS SEED ANNUAL
I
"Cutlcura," DepL U K, Boston.
And the love of money is also the
GOOD POINT ON IRRIGATION
root of much matrimony and all aliJones Admitted It.
mony.
No Greater Mistake Could Be ConJones and Brown argued aa they alceived Than That of Throwing
Red Crosi Bag Blue mnkes the laundress
ways did when they had time enough.
Water on Plants In Sunlight
hnppy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
They had dined together, and as Jones All
good grocers.
lived at a distance and It was very
A good many people have an Idea
Brown offered to put him up for
lata
It seems that to make both ends
that water shall not be thrown on tha
night
W. N. U., DENVER, No. 1, 1912.
meet requires no end of money.
plants in full sunlight No greater
disto
feil
On the way home they
mistake could be conceived, says a
the strategy of the Civil war
The cussing
correspondent In Gardening.
aa Indicated by tha campaigns of Lee
damage to a crop occurs during the and Grant The topic was elastic
noon hours, and if we could spray
to keep them going for half
The expreestoa occurs so many times in letters from
our fields between 9 and 3 o'clock, enough
and reached Its height as
an
hour,
sick
women, " I was completely diaooo raged." And there
overcome
we
could
once
an
hour,
say
Brown house ""
neared
the
the
is
good reason for the discouragement. Years of
always
severe droughts very well. In our
Doctor alter doctor tried in vain,
end suffering.
Then Brown lost . his temper.
Kin
case there wad never enough water
doing no lasting good. It is no wonder that
said he. "If you don't admit
"Jones,"
used to wet the earth so as to form a
the woman feels discouraged.
that Grant was a greater general than
Thousands of these weak and sick women have found
crust; we used the wheel hoe freely Lee. you can't Bleep here."
and courage regained aa the result o the use of
health
to keep the soil mulch In shape and
mornIt was then two o'clock In the
only enough water to prevent flagging
from
miles
was
Jonea
and
eight
ing,
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
In the hot sun. The results obtained
were beyond expectations.
Plants home. Chicago Post
It establishes regularity, heals inflammation and uloera
made excellent progress and the cost
tion, end cures weakness.
Her
Resignation.
of this treatment would be no greater
WOMEN 8TB0NQ
I
IT MAKES
"Papa," she said, am very angry
than the constant weeding and hoeGeraldine."
XND
with
WELL.
SICK
WOMEN
ing needed In a wet season; added Is
her
naked
done?"
Geraldine
"What's
for
all
market
the high
goods
prices
Refuse substitutes offered by unscrupulous druggists
rather.
of fine quality.
for this reliable remedy.
sumI
secret
last
told her a
"Why,
Sick women are invited to consult by letter, frtt. All ooiresposMleaoa
mer," said the little girl, indignantly,
strictly private and sacredly confidential. Write without fear and without
HORTICULTURAL NOTES.
fee to World's Dispensary, R. V. Pierce, M. D., Pres't, Buffalo, N. Y.
"and she has Just told me she's goDr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and Invigorate stomach, liver aad
to
it."
tell
ing
Crates! barrels and boxes for celbowels. Sugar-coatetiny granules, easy to take as candy.
of Geraldine.
"That's
wrong
very
lar storage must be clean and dry.
excuse?"
she
Has
any
Ashes spread under pear trees are
"Why, I told her It was wicked to
good as a tonic. Most soils lack what tell a
secret, and what do you think
ashes give.
She said: 'Oh. I Lnow, but
said?
aha
raja n
a
much
retain
Fruit and vegetables
from that secret."
I've
resigned
richer flavor If burled than if stored
"Papa," aha concluded, earnestly,
in the cellar.
can't resign from a secret, can
"you
To prevent rabbits from gnawing
the bark and limbs from small apple you?"
The mental processes of children are
trees, spray with soapsuds.
Rayo lamps and lanterns give
out
most light lor the oil used.
Pruning during the dormant sea- past finding
i--wJ
The lleht is slrone and steadv. A Ravo never flickers.
son encourages vegetable
growth.
Needed.
Correction
Gentle
Materials and workmanship are the best Rayo lamps and
Weak trees may be Invigorated
by
Mr. Littlerest Doctor, what did you
lanterns last.
proper pruning when dormant
me was your special treatment for
jUh four dealer to thorn you hit tfrv of Kayo lamps and lantmu, or write for
Leave the fruit out In some cool tell
illustrated book&U direct to any agency of
sleeplessness?
building till about time for a, hard
cause or
Continental Oil Company
at
the
We
strike
Medico
freeze. It will keep better than if
'
(tneer orated)
of the trouble.
the
origin
first
when
picked.
put down cellar
You don't say so!
Mr.
Littlerest
When potatoes and apples are storyou will find the fcaby in the
ed In a cellar look at them Well, room.
other
Only, don't strike at him
every few days all winter and too hard.
see that the ventilation is Just
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Discouraged
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right.

Prune out old canes of raspberries
and blackberries and burn them. Thin
the hills to three or four shoots. Cultivate, and add some manure to the
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Important to Mothera
Examine carefully every bottle of

CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and sea that it
Bears tha
BOtl.
of
To secure maximum crop of fruit Signature
Over 30 Years.
Use
In
For
of the beat quality it is necessary for
for Fletcher's Caatoria
Children
Cry
a
to
orchard
have
In
the
each tree
g
maximum amount of vigorous
surface.
Probably.
Teacher What did the Philistines
For wounds on trees, melt rosin
and pour three parts Into one part of say after David had slain Goliath?
Willie Y I suppose they said,
previously warmed crude petroleum.
This will not run in warm weather "Never mind. The season's young yet
Wait till David hits a slump." Christnor crack In cold.
mas Puck.
If you intend to plant a new orchard buy the trees which are best
' Accepting a Compliment.
adapted to your climate and soil. Conin
state
orchardlst
with
the
your
sult
Neighbor What a lovely day this

xfV,
(utX&ZcUi

Ml

fruit-bearin-

,

experiment station.
Orchardlsts who have never used
dynamite should be sure to get all
possible information from the manufacturers of the explosive before attempting to use it

Houses for Winter Farrowing.
Provide good individual bouses for
sows due to farrow In cold weather.
A canvas or burlap curtain hung in
the door will keep out the cold and
make the house more comfortable for
the young litter.
A lantern hung In the sowhouse on
very cold nights when the pigs come
will temper the atmosphere and aid
in saving the lives of some of the
pigs.

PERFECTIONon?i!ffl

1st

Weather Man Thank you.

Smokeless
Odorless
Clean
The Perfection Smokeleai Oil Heater

IN S TOHDAti
PILES CCBED
will mtnnd money If PAZO

YonrdruMtst

OINT-MBN- T

Blind,
fells to euro any ease of lulling, Wo.

SlMdliierPntradlngPllealB8uMdaja.

What has become of the

man whose word waa a good
as his bond?
You need expect no quarter from
the footpad until you give up your
last cent.

13

Convenient

warms op a toon
in next to no time. Always ready for uae. Can be carried
easily to any mom when extra warmth H needed.
A tpedal automatic device makes it impossible to him ike
wick too high or too low. Sale in the head of a child.
The Penecnon burnt nine hours on one tiling glowam
beat from the minute it is lighted. Handsomely iniehedt
arums of blue enamel or plain steel, with nickel trimminss
Ask jour dealer or writs (or oWriptne cirraler a nay eawaqrei

Continental Oil Coenpsuiy
(Incorporated)

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

OneJ 10c package colors all fibers.. TTjeyidya In cold water better than any other dye. Tone
Color more goods brighter and faster colors than any other dye.
to Dye. Bleach and Mix Coloire. PSONKOE URUO COHMNT, . tfnli
without ripping apart. Write for free booklet-H- ow
dye
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lift me

til

Uvt antltaUs

and iti tttltlOM&t

rttroipecu

Vt'vslta tiiat In I j U
M the brag says It U.

now

ttrap ran put nor good
into a boy than a hundred

One

turte

let

look of It.

rarely read a letter through
You ran toll when a woman la going Qrampell has aald many times. "If It
t praise her bunband by how bi Is from a girl, I car always gather
from the first three Ilnee what she Is
doesn't deserve It.
going to tell me, and I let the Imagine
A man Uas to "have ao many opin- Hon do the rest This plan, works pur
ion la politics he'a afraid to express tlcularly well If the letier la In reply
to an invitation. If I Bee that the
any one of them.
note la short I know she accepts. If
The reason a girl can dance miles It is long. I know sbo can't go and la
without getting tired la It would break wasting four cages explaining why.
think
Jier down to walk a lew yarda.
Usually I dout 'care why-e- nd
of all the tltno I save by not reading
All the mono? jre&t raising call explanations!"
Jren would help thm such more U
fjrampoll found his plan excellent
ao much wej&l spont on them.
when It came to dealing with Jeanette Tiippa, S'e waa an especially
The reaaon a bey can go to col- nice girl, but she possessel a superlage and not learn anything id hU abundance of language. Jeanette allather learned fcsa not going.
ways- took COO words to tell one 20
words of nowa and when she had paA man get to Know 00 much by per and pen before her she rioted In
keeping his mouth khut that when he her rerbal wealth. It was after she
opens It he no longer knows it.
wrote Grampell six large pages conveying the regretful news that she
If the house caught on Are, a worn waa unable to go to the theater that
an couldn't atop telephoning her best htv Inaugurated his plan. Grampell
'friend what the baby waa trying to never did more than tear open the enaay.
velopes of Jeannette'a notes.- If the
writing was of formidable length be
The
made everything right In merely threw It Into the waste paper
.the world, but man Is ao amart he baaket and asked himself: "Who'i
of his time proving It is I ask now to go with mer
peods moat
"1

Tpng

I

The reason a girl can wear low
shoes and thin stockings
In cold
weather la she's too delicate to help
mother about the house.
When a girl tolls a man how her
mother tells her she used to act when
she was a baby she considers It
makes them as good as engaged- New York Press.

EDITORIAL WISDOM.
One saw the rose, another felt
thorn!
Beware of the laughter
jreta back of the teeth! ;

Mrs.

cob-du- ct

A Qua gets very little knowledge
from experiences; a girl a tot iron

the

that sever
.
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Our tsamuiry
SBn'iovHlopyB
t
tiniv Is now a tlaitaogof
paaijj
and we wish to tfaanUi onrE1
P&troxiN tor theSr Eoyjii
n
UfinrEt whiefi iaim2e eh
1

:

During this month vv VV:
still sell all of our immsnse
stock of men's Clothing, Un
derwear, Shirts and etc at
SALE PRICES.
Our sprirg good are now arriv
ing and we would: be pleased to
have you call and look over ourl
'

Grampell Invited Jeanotto to Join fttt
opera party rocontly and when ber answer came be knew It waa abort before be opened it '
"Good!" be murmured, pulling out
tho sheet He llngerod over throwing
it away, because for some reason of
late Jeanette bad grown' to Interest
him a good doaL But Grampell hatea
to break a habit There were about six
lines on the front page and he tossed
the missive away cheerfully.
It was eight o'clock whyi Grampell
In full regalia drew up at Jeanette'a
bouse and mounted the steps. The maid
delivered ber message as soon as she
opened the door. "Miss Tripps," she
recited, "said when you came you
were to go to Mrs. Smith's. If you

'
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your banker guarantees by his
It mus.t, by law, be im- h doiMi mi arrets its lace-ndatfi t'edntied Irom your balance.
Never destroy
a it-'-i f d chtck.
Return it it not used.
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y u are a customer of the FIRST NATIONAL HANK
have
Kssutance of our
intt rest in 'your busi-- i
you
VVi- - make it a ran of our business to
e?s mccf ss.
give
ch time arcl attention to our customers as their interests
require.

eft

i
i

We make 't a point that very business transaction with
cor patrons sln!l h- - msUctory.
We want each one to
it
that th'v ar- 'riv- to t oirjj to us in all matters where
..ur txperic&i.e anJ advice will be of value and
assistance,
--

1

-

-

I

ii

,

j

When wo ip. ak of thf Service" rendered to customers
mean tho ie.t sirvir.f, all that you reasonably expect
r m your back,
Our Btrvtc includes a hundred & one
iui'e details, all of which no to make of our patrons,
p

--

"satisi'id CJito.iierj."
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white hair," said Arllne. "It's Impossible to discover whether she's an
old young looking, or young old look-bi-

THE GENTLE CYNIC
Other people's troubles are olwayt
magnified.

g

person."
"Girls," said Mrs Haynes with an
ir of wisdom, "don't ever try to Judge
any one's age who lives In a hotel,
If she bad the trials of housekeeping
and a big family to look after, maybe j
ahe would be smiling all the time."
Later when Mrs. Moffet and Mrs. i
Haynes were seated opposite each
other at tho dining table, Mrs. Moffet said "there isn't any plausible rea-- ;
Hon why all the young girls should be
ao attentive to me."
"Aren't you fond of young poople'a
society?" asked Mrs. Haynes.
"Surely, I'm still young In my ideas
and can enter into all the feelings and
emotions of a young girl's heart"
"The maidens are not so Innocent
The way the girls try to
coerce the beys into showing then a
good time amuses me. In my time it
waa the youth who courted the glrL
Aa to respect to their elders it is
'Parents thou shalt honor your chil-- 1
iren. The father Is looked upon as
a perambulating check book, and the
mother as a prospective mother-in- - j
law to some eligible young man."
"You're too cynical, Mrs. Haynes.
Ton never had any children, that's
the reason you are so harsh In Judging
other people's cMMren. Ever since I
arrived at this hotel I hnve befia tho
recipient of kindness from all t!.
young ladles."
"I thought," tnsTfercd Mrs. Hayr.m,
"tTat 1 overheard Arllte and Virginia
say you iuvlteJ tlie;n to stay a couple
cf w0ek3 at your homo In tho coun-

Every great moral teacher In
taa been a heretic.

i

AH

i

ness."

j
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Anelent Fountain Pen.

illustration of nn "everlasting"
pen found with deucrlrtlon in a manuscript dated 1125, and signed by
Sleur Blon, "purveyor to the king and
maker of mathematical instruments,"
Paris, appeurs in "Popular Mechan
ics." Like the modern touniam pen,
It was made with three principal
pieces. The central coollon contained
the ink, which llowod to The
through a perforation The lower cap
had a threaded rod in Us center,
which closed the perforation in the ink
container when ecrewed into place.
Tho upper end of the Ink container
rgs closed hy a theaded cap provided with a load pencil point covered
ty still another cap.
An

ftskti'i ,V:S Hayr.
"Xo, but I hoj:e .0 meet hin la the
near future. Sho is to proud cf hlji.
He must La a splendid fellow."
"Isn't she beautiful with her youthful face and that crown of enowy

ly charming son 1 is."
"Tby were wwderlng whether he
was a professional man or In busi-

j

V'l? 0.0r

leve," said Mrs Hayues.

a little gift tor dear Mrs.
She has the most charming
personality, and I'm glad to do It for
her."
"How strange I never discovered it
To me she Is one of those women who
think It more blessed to receive than
to give."
"How about bar coa?" ake.i Arlltie
"Only the otter: day she said thot
'eho only Uupc i ber son would ruarry
a congenial girl cf kocJ family Komo
dcy."
"Do rou l;noTv tho rouns m."vn?"

hla-tor-y

the world's a stage, but most of

the actors are amateurs.

The wages of sin are paid no matter what the industrial conditions may
be.
To get the better of aa argument
make the other fellow hunt
for proof.
9 1 way 8

It's all right to look up to others,

t you don't mind having them look

down on you.
A

PRACTICAL TEST
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"Yes, they accepted my cordial Invitation itstantly. Could I do Irsa,
when they devoted their whole time
graciously to me? Each vied with the
"Scientists have discovered," to
ether In showing their real friend- marked the
t
thlnkiir,
ship.a solution of salt will bring h
"that
"Then they wl!l have a chance to dead to
meet your son," Interposed Mrs.
It's peculiar how many perHaynes.
ons lose their lives by swallowing
"Only once or twice have I men--! salt WftU,r beyond tha bathl
,lne8,
tloned my personal affairs, but believe
debe
will
I told them that Clarence
lighted to meet tbem and what a loveORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES,

oth-

,

"What are you taibioioerlr.g Vir
ginia? Each stltcb you take erii

atia

4

er maid didn't know anything about it
A fast young man moves faster on
Grampell arrived at the trea'er pale
a down grade
and melted aa to collar and he slunk
?
to his block of six seats like a
S
A man may be able to dress well U down
criminal The four persons already
his family doesnt.
there greeted him with becou. ng hauthe agonised-- f.
Home is the place where many a eur and said: "Sh!" when
to
started
apologise.
ly
man shows up at a disadvantage.
Something was happening on the 4
but Grampell never knew what
stage,
It's easy for a girl to deceive herself
was.
He waa picturing the wrath of
it
how
about
she trusts her hsband.
Jeanette waiting, hopelessly waiting
for him at some mythical Smiths',
The mother-in-laJoke goes In the
and growing to bate him.
funny papers, but it falls flat at home. Waiting
Then tho curtain fell and the lighta
4
man with a well balanced mind went up.
eWn't have to part hla hair la the
Directly across the aisle from him,
middle.
two rows down, sat Jeanette! Turning
.
Some men take advantage of thslr her head she saw him and smiled
was not at all a lock of
opportunities also cf those of their sweetly. It
Jeanette's mind seamed
indignation.
1 tighten.
quite at peace Grampell reached her
A spinster caa truthfully eay that aide In three etridce.
"Where, were your he
such a thing as marriage has never ocdidn't you wait for me? And 4'
"Why
curred ti bar.
what Smiths were you at"
"What are you talking about?" deEatnt heart ne'er won fair lady-- hut
the chap who is la love with a manded the young woman. "Didn't you
I wrote you that I
fcruceu bus no kick coming because get: my letter?
had already promised to go to the
i.
hereof. Chicago Dally News.
tcnigit The Smiths? That was
a message I left for the superintendMatter of Course.
ent of my mission be was to go to
Probably the most typical illustra- the Smiths for some books we had
tion of modern culture was the reply collected for the children. Isn't the
of a lady who had been enthusiast
music lovely tonight?"
over the Wagnerian cycle, and "when
rfecs nd Hoses.
I asked her to tell me quite honestly
Hogs snd bore bsve no 'jusiuew
as "between old friers, If she really
Irs tv
srr.i
!c !! irhr for
enjoyed it, replied: 'Oh, yss? I t.hlui
A VfciU46:
inq-ilrod-

Motto's
S on

p

try."

u

he had talked with was

Vlrg'.nU. "I've
so Agnes
o'Ur
?sn ufiert unr l&tltailon."
"Oh, 4l';ir, I'm to dlrfappolated, but
then Arllne cn must s'sy all the lous-tr,- "
returned Mrs. Moffet.
"She been so euthmlusMe about
the ruMlc cf untry life"
"I am ro sorry, Mrs Moffet, bnt
I am Kolng to stay home this sumtner,
and will have to look upon thl vUlt
as a deferred plpasure," replied Arllne.

cwrne.--

"icary.

now-a-day- s.

for Stample
Fancy!
Groceries, Flour andf

-Oh " said Gramrell blankly. Then
set of charity will eover a
decided that ste must be dining
he
multitude of sins and usually hu to!
out The only Smiths who gave dinA very mediocre ican can cut down ners were the Algernon Smiths, andj
a largo forest while a sing's tree Is they lived 20 blocks away.
Three policemen strained their
i
growing."
voices shouting after Grampell's taxi
Went robbers we are whoa we take as be, shot through the streets. He;
era rmrty end would
away from our children their natural was host st the or
be late aa It was. Dashing up the
'
democracy
Smiths, on
Steps of the Algernon
'
a
had
not
whom
he
acquaintcalling
if it wore not for those who are so ance,
was ushered in. From
Grampell
It
would
be
easier for
isfornally good,
the dlnicg room came the click and x
the rest of us to be quite decent!
;
hum of a large dinner party. PresentSmith appeared. He was polite, but
ly
Don't you think the church does
curious. Most evidently be
decidedly
to
well
as
do
It does could not recall
veil
pretty
having invite! Cramp-- !
with the people It has to do with!
ell to dine. Also Miss Trlppa waa not
Some people seem to think tlat mak- there.
It was very awkrard. Grampell had
ing the beat of life consists in alwayi
consciousness that Smith would
the
getting the best of the other fellow.
tell the servants immedlate'.y on hla
to watch the upstairs winHappenirgs was never able to go departure
outdown a dark street because whenever dows snd the silver safe. Once
and
brow
wet
his
side
Grampell
wiped
he tried it Sunlight always went with
gased wildly about In the cold night
him. ynlversa'ist Leader.
Where in creation was Jeanette? Finding a drug store he called up her
house. Nobody waa at borne. The maid
POINTED PARAGRAPHS
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"Absurd I old them Clarence was
nearly six feet tall and weighed 160
pounds, but I thought they knew ho
was only fifteen years old."
After dinner Mrs. Moffet said, "Just
received tie latest novel. If you see
any of the young ladles will you ask
them if they care to read aloud to
me for an hour or so."
When Mrs. Haynes repeated the request to the girls each one offered
their services.
"I'd Just love to oblige Mrs. Moffet,"
'
said Arllne.
"Since when are you so obliging. 1
thought you said you were so fa
tiguei," inquired Virginia, "now don't
trouble yourself I'll read tonight as
I have nothing else to do."
"But bcore you dccHe which shall
have lc coveted honor, let me announce to you that the grand young
Mrs. Molfct has hesn rav- man
log at:nai la COly a lad fli'tcen years
old." .
Vut I can't
"Tho 'ilea! I'm si :
read tlci tonight," ..ia Arlice, "1
have t rr.vlous engagement."
"Do-'- t
rcunt on mo," said Virginia,
K'tag to try son:e raw- music.
Eva will be glad to accommodate her."
"Ceit: inly not," remarked Eva,
"she's :c cd us all long eno. gh with
hints and suggest Ions about her
charming son."
Just then Mrs. Moffet glided In with
a telegram in her Lando.
"Goodcers!" 6he exclaimed, "my son
Just wired that he in going to spend
the holidays with m here. I feared
It was too far for hin t.i come during

To

vacation,"

en
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Never cut. a limb from a fruit
tree unles you know Just why you
do

it

If the rabbits have only gnawed1
the outer bark, wrap the wound with
cloth.
Diversified gardening Is the safest
course for growers supplying local,
markets.
"It Is a bad mistake to neglect an
orchard when It Is not producing a
crop of fruit.
Seed potatoes, like table stock,
should be stored as cold as possible
without frost
A bruised potato Is a short-livepotato. Handle them carefully, aa If
they bad feeling.
If
lime be In 'earth
in which plants are potted It will
keep worms away.
An experienced pruner notes the direction of growing
branches and
prunes accordingly.
Put the potatoes designed for
In barrels or bins where
trey can be kept from the light.
Prure out old canes and raspberries
find b'cckberrles,
and burn them..
Thin tho bills to three or four shoots.
Cultivate, and add some manure Ur
the soil.
d

d

seed-purpose- s

festive Properties of Eggs.
The latest news of how eggs go in
the stomach Is: Two freshest soft'
s
noils, one snd
hours;
fvo raws, two and
hourts;
hard bolls, three hours; omelette,
Ihree hours. The figured speak for
themselves, but do not tell the whola
ruth, for It looks as If soft bolls are
more easily digested than raws,
Iien aa, raws are so bland and gen-f- i'
net to excite the flow of the gps-- !'
not a single squi.m of thj
btomaeh. New York Press.
three-quarter-

one-quart-

-

